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Unfair Labor Practice Charges Filed
Against Marriott: Ralliers March On
or whether the employee just
wanted to go home.
Laura Moye of Local 217
Several union-supporting served notice of an unfair labor
Marriott workers walked into practice charge brought against
work Wednesday morning wear- Marriott Corporation Friday afternoon, The grounds for the
ing union buttons.
The Non-Management Hand- charge was that it was against the
book and Guide stipulates that em- Marriott employees' rights when
ployees are allowed to wear "ser- management forced the employvice or safety committee award ees to remove their buttons.
pins only, worn on the left colAccording to Moye, "There
lar." For this reason, these em- have been countless cases where
ployees were asked to remove courts have said that workers have
their buttons.
the right to wear burtons. It's just
According to one report, expressing their desire to have a
management said to the employ- union."
ees, "If you think that piece of tin
Small pointed to the Handis worth more than your job, then book, whose rules each employee
you can go."
agreed to upon employment.
Director of Food Services Jon
Friday afternoon, approxiSmall was quoted as having said, mately one hundred people gath"You're just using that as an ex- ered for a rally in support of
cuse—you didn't want to work Marriott worker unionization.
today." However, Small claims
Over half of those in attenthat the context was miscon- dance were union workers from
strued.
in and around Hartford, who were
According to Small, the em- broughtinonabus from the Hartployee came back to the manage- ford Holiday Inn where an AFLment who had made the previ- CIO convention took place. In
ous comment saying that" the addition, faculty"' and srtfi^flHhtfc^1*
employee had decided to go marched along the long walk.
home. Small claimed to have
Only a small handful of
asked whether the employee was Marriott workers showed up,
electing to go home in principle though several Buildings and
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Senior Editor

Grounds workers demonstrated
their support of Marriott unionization efforts.
The march began underneath Downes arch. In addition
to the ralliers, a television crew
was on site. One admissions
worker came out from Downes to
request that the ralliers keep
things "a little quieter."
Rally organizers held large
posters and handed out fliers calculating various associated costs
with Trinity and Marriott.
One such figure was a comparison between the money spent
on Trinity's Marriott workforce's
wages and those at the University of Hartford, a "comparable
meal plan." The net difference is
$742,466, which the flier asked to
be returned to the students, if not
given to Marriott employees.
However, according to the
Dean of Students office, the meal
plan at the University of Hartford is not comparable. "Theoretically, the more students there
are in a plan, the lower the per
serson cost and the lower the
of Hartford and Wesleyan have a
significantly largernumber of students participating in the meal
continued on page 8

Student Activities Fund Strained
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Senior Editor

Due to severe financial
strain on the funds available in
the Student Activities Fee (SAF),
the Budget Committee is looking into how to make up for a
potential short-fall.
"The system by which the
Budget Committee has been
working under the last few years
has allowed for an expansion of
new clubs and organizations,"
explained Jim Moodie '96, VicePresident of Finance. "As a result, the amount of SAF funded
programming has increased.
Consequently, the SAF is becoming increasingly strained."
According to Moodie, Trinity College has one of the highest per capita student activities
fees in the country.
Currently each student
pays $220 per year into a fund
which is then divided between
various on campus organizations who provide campus programming.
The Budget Committee is
looking into streamlining the
definition of what constitutes a
"student activity" —• thereby
reducing the load on the SAF.
Specific organizations that
the Budget Committee is looking into removing from the SAF
are: The Ivy Yearbook, which
receives $40,000 per year;
WRTC, which receives between
$25,000 - $60,000 per year; clubs
specifically tied to an academic
department whose purpose is
faculty student interaction; free

student tickets to Austin Arts
Center performances, which are
currently paid for by the SAF;
Trinity College Emergency Response Team (TCERT); and The
Trinity Tripod.
The idea is not to eliminate
(hese organizations, butrather to
try and shift the burden of funding them from the SAF to the administration. "The college has to
havea yearbook," explained Budget Committee member Josh
Freely '96, "why can't the college
support it?" Freely went on to
explain that The Ivy is given as a
gift to seniors,but itis also used as
a tool to ensure donations to the
college in the future.
"I don't see why it's a problem that student money is used to
. produce [The Ivy]," said Heather
Wynne '96, Co-Editor-In-CMef of
Trinity's yearbook.
Annemarie Peil '96, next
semester's editor of The Tripod,
explained the problem of the college funding the student newspaper. "Solongaswearefundedby
the SAF we remain a studentnewspaper — emphasis on student. We run the risk of being
forced to play to the
administration's opinion when
funded by the administration.
• This is clearly not desirable."
Matthew Birmingham '98,
President of TCERT, explained
that his organization actually
originally approached the administration for funding.
"I would need more information, but if the administration
didn'rhaveaprobtemwithitthen
neither would I."

Moodie reemphasized the
fact that the Budget Committee
was not seeking to eliminate
the funding of organizations.
"It has always been the tradition of Trinity College that all
legitimate clubs be funded. We
want to guarantee tha t this continues."
In addition to the growing
demand on the SAF from organizations, strain is also coming
due a revaluation of Trinity's
insurance policy by Aetna, the
college's insurance provider.
In the past, Trinity paid one
lump sum that covered all club
sports and traveling clubs.
Aetna has now indicated that
they will be reevaluating the
insurance policy for each individual club.
Certain organizations such
as the Rugby Team, the Ski
Team, and Taekworido are seen
as very high risks. Because of
this re-evaluatiori Moqdie explained thatatleast$10,000 will
be added to the SAF just to cover
insurance..
Even if the administration
funds the organizations which
are proposed to be.removed:
from the SAF, Moodie ex-,
plained that there will still be
enough strain to warrant increasing each student's contribution to the fund.
While exact numbers have
not yet been discussed by the
Budget Committee, Moodie
said that an increase would be
in line with inflation. The last
increase was $10 for the 19921993 academic year.

Dean Peters, pictured here biking in Mather Lobby,
finished a remarkable twelve hour bike ride and raised
over 2,000 dollars for a local AIDS' Center.

Koeppel Speaks
BY GILLIAN MUELLER
News Writer

Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, Alfred J. Koeppel, recently addressed the faculty at
the November meeting of that
body. Trustee Koeppel's comments centered on four issues:
Fraternities, the new FTE (full
time employment) positions,
admissions policies and the surrounding neighborhood.
The Chairman opened his
comments with the issue of fraternities and sororities. He reported that the Board's goal in
mandating, coeducation of the
Greeksystem was to enfranchise
women and to give therri a v6ice
in the social life that is provided
by the Greek letter groups on
this campus. Ever since Trinity
became co-educational, over
flurry years ago, Mr. Koeppel

said that the Board has been trying to move towards equality
for women on all levels.
He reported that the Board
has allocated funds for non
Greek, non alcoholic, non
Vernon Street social events and
went on to say that he wanted
the college tobe a leader and not
a follower on social planning.
He added that there will be a
new social center attached to
the eighty bed dormitory that is
being built on the northern side
of campus.
This new social space can
be divided into smaller rooms
for specialized events as well as
• for al| campus events. Trustee
Kodppel ended his remarks on
the Greeks by commenting that
he "does not understand students Pinnochio like attraction
to Pleasure Island like fraternicontinued on page 9
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THE WORKER'S RIGHT
N FRIDAY, the Teamsters

of Union Local 217 marched on the
Trinity College campus. The issue of Marriott worker
unionization is one that has lasted over three years. Marriott
has been viewed as overbearing, anti-union, and for the most part
anti-worker. Workers have been considered underpaid, and do no
have the insurance benefits that food-service workers at other
institutions enjoy.
At the same time, the tactics of Local 217 have been questioned
It has been suggested that it is the intention of Local 217 to usher in
the unionization of Marriott, workers through the embarrassment
of the College. Most notably, this has been at the expense of
Trinity's president, whose house and office have been picketed.
The idea is that the president can wave his 'magic wand' and force
Marriott to remain neutral, thereby allowing workers to unionize.
And somewhere in between are the Marriott employees—both
those who support the union efforts and otherwise. Marriott, as a
corporation, has the legal right to address its workers on reasons
not to vote for a union. Should this mode of address become false
promises or coercion, then they are breaking the law. However,
there has been no conclusive evidence (including extensive National Labor Relations Board investigations) that Marriott has
engaged in this sort of activity, despite allegations.
But for union advocates to call upon the administration to
mandate a position of 'neutrality' by Marriott is absurd. Should
Marriott be silenced, as this position of 'neutrality' would dictate,
union organizers would, in effect, be able to herd Marriott employees into their union.
As a liberal arts institution, we are committed to reasoned
debate. Denying Marriott employees the opportunity to hear all
sides of the issues would contradict this principle. If Marriott
employees are valued members of the Trinity community, as both
ides of the debate agree, then it follows that they have the right to
make their own reasoned decisions. The workers of Marriott must
weigh the benefits and costs of "Local 217, because they are the ones
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Students Must Seize The
Opportunity To Volunteer
KERRY A. MCKEVTTT
Opinion Writer

The arrival of December brings the
most festive of holidays. From Christmas to Chanukah to Kwanzaa, the month
is filled with opportunities for celebration. For undergraduate students at Trinity College, thisperiodis one whichmarks
the end of their first semester in Hartford
and this is reason enough for them to
celebrate.

. '

•••••'.

After spending almost four months
in this city, students return home for four
weeks of relaxation and fun. However,
for citizens within this city, this month is
not necessarily one of celebration but
one of disappointment.
As revealed in the visit and speech
from Governor John Rowland, Hartford

During this season of happiness and joy, Trinity
students should make an
extra effort to volunteer
and give to the Hartford
community.

and its citizens need help. Governor
Rowland, as mentioned in the November 20,1995 issue of The Trinity Tripod,
"praised Trinity's leadership in Hartford
for getting government loans for homeowners and sponsoring cultural centers."
While the Trinity College community is taking action andmaking progress We ai e the role iriodclb tor y oungci gonin helping the city of' Hartford, more erationt. and it is necessary ftvat we take
• nvu»fe%& done. It ^-abotit 6me ftir stu- these roles seriously
dents to become' invoTVed in theft'new
r-or Students, the opportunities to
community, as vveJJ as "home .1 way from
home." This "being involved" does not

Matthew Henry '96
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Outreach, and religious and cultural
groups provide students with the chance
. to help Hartford citizens. Whether it is
tutoring elementary or high school age
students, becoming friends and "big sisters and brothers" to children, or helping
out at a soup kitchen, the opportunities
and the variety of options exist.
Since the opportunities do exist on
campus, the question remains, why are
students ignoring helping others? It appears that a combination of fear and ignorance prevent students from participating in community service in the Hartford area. Some students isolate themselves and refuse to step outside the gates
of the Trinity campus.
They limit themselves to the Trinity
grounds because they fear what they do
notknoworunderstand. Unfortunately,
some of the Trinity students stereotype
and discriminate, against people they do
not know or have not even tried to meet.
There is fear of the unknown and unexpected and the media plays on this fear.
It is unfair of students to characterize a
city that they have not visited or travelled in. One can not judge something
without experiencing it first.
During this season of happiness and
joy, Trinity students should make an extra effort to volunteer and give to the
Hartford community. There are children, mothers, and fathers living in this
area who need to know that others care.
In order for Hartford to improve, students must show that they care just as
much because it is their home as well.

help the community c\iil

Maybe, the

include patronizing local bars and other
hangouts. Students should become part
of the process for improvement by joining an outreach program and working
with and for the people of Hartford. -•
Throughput the campus, various
organizations offer students the chance
to become involved with the people of
this city. Organizations such as the
Neighborhood Posse, the Community

only problem is the lack of motivation or
time on the students' parts. Or, maybe,
this generation is too selfish. Whatever
the reason is, it should be overcome, and
quickly. The truth is that students can
make the time. It just means choosing
what to do and when. They must seize
the opportunities now and make a difference. Otherwise, they will be guilty of
allowing Hartford, as wellas society, to
self-destruct.

The Good,
I* The Bad ..
...And The'-'Ugly

Policy Concerning
Letters
ToTheEditor;

»Senior Snow Ball
• Vernon Street Late
Night

•Beer running out at
Winter Wonderland
•Portion control roll in
Cave and Bistro
•No more steak fries in
Bistro

Please Note; TheTripod is published
every Tuesday while classes are in session. Letters to The Tripod must be
received by 5:00 p.m. on the Friday
preceding publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be printed, although names may be withheld if so
requested after a signature. The Trinity
Tripod will not publish any letters
deemed by the editors to be an attack
on an individual's character or personality.
AH letters are the sole responsibility
of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the views or opinions of The
Tripod. The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for
clarity and brevity.

Letters may be submitted to via:
• campus mail: Box 702582
• e-mail:
Tripod@tfincoll.edu

' network:

•Alcohol Poisoning

Docex server in the
General Resources
zone of the Trinity
College Network
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World AIDS Day: A Day To Remember The Victims
To the Editor:
This pastFriday, December first, was
World AIDS Day. It was a day for not
only students on this campus, but the
whole world to take a moment to take
note of anotheryear of devastation caused
by this virus. To commemorate this sad
day, Center Artist Series and EROS presented " A Day Without Art," a forum of
individuals in the art world discussing
aids activism within the artbureaucracy
of America. Trinity alumni, Patrick
O'Connell, a self described AIDS activist, arts advocate, and person living with
AIDS, headed a moving dialogue with
members of Hartford's art community,
including Trinity's own Jeffry Walker.
One of the memorable statements
made by O'Connell was the fact that
AIDS was known of for years before the
President of the United States ever even
mentioned the word. Also, that the way
the system is set up, AIDS is a problem

known or understood. When he visited
the AIDS Quilt recently and saw a panel
dedicated tothememoryofa!9yearold
AIDS victim, he was saddened and enraged by the unnecessary tragedy that is
all too frequently repeated today.
It is indeed a travesty of justice on
the part of the social systems in this country that when AIDS was first discovered,
it was not immediately addressed and
publicized nearly as much as it should
have been. The public education and
prevention which could have helped contain the AIDS crisis was largely ignored
by the government at large. With what
we know about the virus today, with
over a decade to work on the problem,
there should have been enough time to
set up resources for people in every walk
of life to learn about safe sex and others
ways to protect themselves.
How many student here at Trinity
really worry about AIDS? Whether we
want to think about it or not, statistically

It is indeed a travesty of justice on the part of the social
systems in this country that when AIDS was first discovered, it was not immediately addressed and -publicized
nearly as much as it should have been.
that is consistently pushed into the back- there must be some students here with
ground because people aren't willing to theHTV virus. Especially in college where
make a real effort to face it head on and many students are largely sexually acfind a solution or at least an alleviation to tive, you should ask yourself, do you
the problem. Because AIDS was origi- ALWAYS use protection? If you don't, it
nally considered to be a "gay" problem, may just be a matter of time before tragthe situation was not viewed as so dire as edy hits home. Many here may not perit was and continues to be.
sonally know anyone with the HIV viHowever, this is not a problem con- rus. Even though most of us have been
fined to the Reagan era, as it stands today fairly well educated on how to protect
there aren't many social systems to help ourselves from AIDS, we may not serithose with AIDS, and those that do exist ously consider ourselves to be at risk.
do not have the funding or the hands on
It was very moving to realize the
help that they desperately need. One of strength of O'Connell, a man who has
the most moving points of the night-was >> seen -too man^
when O'Connell spoke of the fact that may be easy for college students to talk
most people his age who have AIDS about the tragedy of AIDS in abstract
contracted it before the virus was really terms, but if people continue to conve-

niently "forget" about all those lost to
this horrible disease, it won't be much
longer until all our lives are filled with
the loss of close friends who had so much
to offer to the world.
After the program we went to the
Bistro to check out the evening's comics,
in need of some lightheartedness in the
wake of such an emotional discussion.
What we encountered, however, was not
amusing intheleast. We were interested
to see that Patrick O'Connell and other
members of the panel, as well as some
EROS students were having a discussion
in the corner. We would have like to
have joined them, but never having have
gone to an EROS meeting we decided it
might be intrusive.
The first comedian was obviously
annoyed with the group in the corner,
who, yes, were being a bit loud and distracting. While we respect the fact that it
must be difficult to perform when there
is a large group in the back of the room
making a lot of noise, there are not many
places to gather, drink a cup of coffee and
talk at that time of night on campus, and
they had just as much a right to be there
as anyone else.
It was the content of the comic routine that was most disturbing. The slur
"homo" was used many, many times in
the course of his routine. Other negative
references to gays were made in the
course of his act and in each instance it
was upsetting to see so many people
laughing.
We were extremely uncomfortable
and embarrassed. It was not that the
comedian and the students should have
been extra—sensitive to the group in the
corner, obviously having a good time in
their own right, seemingly ignoring the
comic. It's not an issue of being P.C.—
it's an issue of respecting others even if
they don't fit into your mold. A joke that
t people i
just because they belong to a generalized
group is not funny.
Had most of those present realized

who the group in the corner was, they
probably also would have felt uncomfortable with with such offensive language. It is not enough to want to act
politically correct in front of the groups
one might be offending, but as educated
people in a modern world we should
have genuine respect for everyone at all
times. Onewouldhopethataneducated
group of people would not find such
"humor" amusing. Cheapshotsandslurs
in the form of jokes are not funny. We
were embarrassed to be the part of the
Trinity community represented in the
audience that night.
One wonders how many students
even realized the significance of December 1st. Those who missed Dean Peter's
bicycling marathon and other Trinity
AIDS project fund raisers probably had
no idea that it was World AIDS Day.
Rushing to Goodwin Theater ten minutes before the panel discussion, we expected tobe turned away from a sold-out
program. We certainly did not expect all
those empty seats, be it a Friday night or
not.
Those who missed "A Day Without
Art" certainly missed out on an enlightening and emotional discussion. So,
maybe you don't want to wear a red
ribbon. Maybe you don't want to be
"P.C." Maybe we could at least each
have a moment of silence now, even
though December 1st is past.
Let's all remember more thanjust all
the incredible artistic and creafivepotential that is lost—gone forever. Let us
remember that we all face this crisis together—and that we all have a stake in
realizing that this virus can be stopped,
through education, just as homophobic
"comedy" can be stopped by the
audience's refusal to accept it as funny,
as "}ust a joke." Let us remember the
victims today and always.
Sincerely,
Sara Moss '98
CaitlinPhelps'98

Student Claims Responsibility For Providing Information
To the Editor:
I am writing in regard to Shara
Abraham and Josh Sanderson's article
entitled, "Signs Around Campus Fail to
ConnectThoughttoAction."First/Iwant
to claim responsibility for the signs
around campus the last week of October
concerning domestic violence and rape.
Currently, I am doing an internship at
the Connecticut National Abortion Rights
Action League.
As part of my involvement there, I
decided to participate in the National
Young Women's Day of Action on October 26,1995. As part of this day, I decided

Student leaders should not
have to babysit other students on campus and hold
their hands in order for
them to call or write their
senators and representatives, join organizations, or
demonstrate.
to do a week long prelude with signs
around campus providing information
about abortion, domestic violence, and
rape, In my experience on campus, many
of the students do not think about these
vital issues on a day to day basis, and I
wanted students to realize the severity of
these issues. I am sorry if more students
on campus are aware of these problems,
but I have found few who will take political action pertaining to them.
Thursday morning a few other stu-

dents and I chalkedbody outlines around
campus. On this same day, there was a
table in Mather where students could
write postcards to their senators or representatives about issues they felt
most pressing- welfare reform, violence
against women, abortion, etc. Yet many
students did not have the time to write a
brief message to their congressmen and
women and take political action. I only
came across one student who decided
not to fill out a postcard because he writes
to his senators and representatives on a
regularbasis. I realize this week of action
did have its faults. It was hard for only
one person to organize the entire thing
with help from a few others. The statistics came from FBI research and facts
from the U.S. Department of Justice for
these of you who were wondering. I do
wish there had been a forum or discussion, but time and scheduling was a problem.
I want to specifically acknowledge a
couple of points Sanderson and Abraham
raised in their article. They accused the
students who place these signs around
campus as having a very narrow view of
political action. "Is the rampant, obnoxious use of signs around campus an indicator that the length and breadth of the
average Trinity student's political drive
ends at the stylewriter? Are these low
standards the epitome of low-maintenance political activism?"
In my opinion and experience, it is
exactly these students who provide the
most activism on campus and in their
community. I have been President of the
Trinity Women's Organization (T.W.O.)
for the past two years. T.W.O. has sponsored speakers such as Susan Estrich,

has co-sponsored women's studies lectures and forums, has contributed to
Sexual Assault Awareness Week, and
provides a forum for discussion of ideas
once every other week.
I have reactivated the Peer Monitor
Program because of my concern over
sexual assault and harassment on campus. But due to student apathy or students who back out, this program is in
danger of becoming inactive once again.
Many of my friends who seek social and
political change have created organizations and forums on campus—concerning eating disorders, multicultural discussions, sexuality, and race relations.
These students are the ones who are actively making a difference on campus.
Finally, I w ould like to point out that
we are all intelligent students who should
be aware of social and political issue's on
campus and in the U.S. Every student
should also have enough intelligence to
realize that any time they want to create
social or political change, they can call or
write to their congressmen and women
or volunteer for a community organiza-

tion. During the postcard campaign in
Mather, there were lists for students of
all the representatives and senators in
the U.S., if the students did not know
who their senatoror representative was.
However, every student on this campus should know this and should be
informing their congress person of their
opinions andbeliefs on a regularbasis.
Student leaders should not have
to babysit other students on campus
and hold their hands in order for them
to call or write their senators and representatives, join organizations, or demonstrate. We are intelligent students—
not brainless followers who need directed guidance at every step. Every
student eventually has to take responsibility for his or her own actions and
the chance to make a difference in this
world. We should all start accepting
this responsibility and quit waiting for
someone to say— "do this or do that"
in order for us to mobilize.
Sincerely,
Stacey Joslin '96

Correction:

.•

.

In tin- October 24.19**5 issue or The. Trtpod in the letter to the Editor entitled,
"Professor Cooper Is Fondly Remembered," by James A. Shapiro '81 read, "Historically imprecise and enigmatic (not to mention corny),but Cooper was the kmd
of professor who at least attempted intellectual accomplishment" wab meant to
have said, "Historically imprecise and enigmatic (not to mention i.orny), but
Cooper was the kind of professor who always- had ait encouraging vy.oxd.JiJI
d£kyon.c..w_hu at l<Mst 4iicm£hiil intellectual accomplishment.'' Jn the same letter,
Booksto,' Coopei rather hissed one day The plmal V would got us to read more
of them" was published. IL should have road, "'Booksss/ Cooper rather hissed one
daj\ 'The only way to leant is through booksss,' as if his t-tringing out the plural
V would get us to read more oi them." The Trivod apologizes to Mr. Shapiro f<>r
these mistakes
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You Are Not Alone: Sexual Assault
Information For Trinify Students
To the Editor:

feel more comfortable with a woman.
Campus Safety is most helpful if you
Recently as a Sexual Assault Peer would like to go through the school judiCounselor I have noticed great concern ciary committee or the police. They can
on campus on what options a person has also give you a ride to the Hartford Hosif they have been sexually assaulted. I pital. Campus Safety is available at all
thought it might be helpful for those times at Ext.2222.
concerned to have a list of all their possiSexual Assault Peer Counselors
bilities.
This group is a student run group of
women and one man. They are trained
1) You do not have to tell anyone or to assist victims to make decisions as
do anything. You are not obligated to well as counsel people that have been
involved in a sexual assault. They are
take any action.
2) You can submit an anonymous available just in case you feel more comreport to the Dean of Student's Office, fortable talking to a student rather than
Campus Safety or the Women's Center. an administrator. Their phone numbers
An anonymous report includes such in- can be found below their pictures on the
formation as where, when and to what Campus Safety bulletin boards all over,
extent, names are optional. This report campus. They are also available at all
can be filed immediately or whenever times and assure confidentiality.
Sexual Assault Counselor
you feel comfortable reporting it- time is
Eve Eden is our certified counselor
not an issue. No action will be taken by
the school but it helps Trinity better as- at Trinity. She specifically deals with
sess how many sexual assaults occur on ' sexual assault victims and friends of victims. She can help make decisions about
our campus.
3)You can go to the Deanof Student's taking action as well as counseling. She
Office for an informal mediation. The is on campus two days a week but you
deans will have both parties describe can leave a message for her anytime at
their side of the story and then will de- Ext. 5377
cide what action is appropriate.
The Women's Center
The Women's Center is run-by Diane
4)You can go through the school
judiciary committee composed of fac- Martell. It is open five days a week and
ulty, administrators, and students. This can offer you advice on what action to
is a long, complex system that is setup in take as well as provide support. You can
a trial style, Confidentiality is assured; report through The Women's Center as
you can find more information on this well. They can be reached during the
option in the Trinity College Handbook. day at Ext. 2408
5)You can decide to go to the HartThe Medical Office
ford Hospital for a rape kit. They will
The Medical Office can help you if
perform a medical exam to collect physi- you would like to go to the Hartford
cal evidence. They will also give you Hospital. They also can help treat you if
medication to prevent STDs and preg- you have bruises or injuries but do not
n^mcy. You, at$ riot -obligated to ^ o s - want to take any immediate action.ecute OT involve the police. However, if
The Dean of Student's Office
you get the kit done you have all of your
The Dean of Student's Office can
optionsstillavailableif you want to make help you make decisions. In some situayourdecisionlateron. Keep in mind that tions they may evenbe able to take action
you should try to get the rape kit done against some of the parties involved.
within five hours of the incident, also try They are there during the day Monday
not to eat, shower or change your cloth- through Friday. However, if you would
inglike to talk to an administrator after busi6)You can also press charges. You ness hours there is.an administrator on
would have to file a report with the po- call at night and during the weekend.
lice and grant them permission to begin You can reach them through Mather
an investigation. If you want to pursue ' Front Desk.
this avenue it is usually helpful to have a
rape kit done as well.
Regardless of what action you do or
do not decide to take everyone involved
If you are sexually assaulted and should seek counseling through Eve
you would like to consider taking some Eden, The Counseling Office, or the
form of action you can contact many Sexual Assault Peer Counselors. You do
people on campus to help and guide you not have to be alone! If you would like
in making your decisions. You can call... more information, you can contact The
Women's Center at Ext. 2408 or Eve Eden
Campus Safety
'••••• All of. the campus safety officers at Ext. 5377.
.; havebeeritrainedinsexualassaultsensL•• Sincerely,
•.
i rivity arid .awareness. -There is also one •
Monicalynn Debiak '97
female campus safety officer if youVmld

Materialism In Our Generation
BY^JON-GOEAS

fpr the people who live on the edge of a
decent existence and utter poverty is that
wha tever they earn at work goes directly
- Associologystudentsandconcerned towards payingforrent,mortgages,and
, citizens pf Trinity College, weask our- food. •
selves why society is so class oriented
Maybe all of the scholarly works on
and divided. We read well informed the unequal distribution of wealth and
books and we study elaborate theories power in society will awaken a whole
that try to explain the inequality that- n'ew generationof social activists. Maybe
exists in this country, but nothing it will inspire people to fight the old
changes. Social scientists have spentlong school establishments and somehow drag
hours developing complex class models the poor out of their fruitless positions in
that attempt to categorize different sec- society. But this is very unlikely because
tors of the population based on income, our generation is too caught up in the
job prestige, and other variables. What
traditional ideals of captilism that emeffect do any of these theories have on
phasize self promotion arid material gain.
the person who is struggling day to day
Far too many people are pursuing jobs
just to exist and who could experience
such as financial consultants and stock
social dislocation and downward mobilbrokers that produce instant gratificaity at anytime? For many Americans the
tion in the form of money. Our generaage old term "a penny saved is a penny
earned" no longer has any meaning be- tion seems to be content with trying to
cause saving is not'an option. The reality get rich quick. I remember when Ralph
Nader came to talk at Trinity. He spoke
Opinion 'Writer

•

'• '
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Trinity College Women Rally
To Take Back The Night
To the Entire Trinity Community,
It is a feeling of loneliness that surrounds you even though you are standing in a room of crowded people. It is a
feeling of panic that quickens your step
as you walk home at night. It is a glance
that meets your eye making you freeze
and tremble. It silences your voice putting a steel blanket over your soul. You
pray that these feelings won't last forever, but they never seem to give your
mind a moments rest.
For any woman who has been assaulted sexually orphysicallyinnerpeace
seems impossible to achieve. That is
why women at Trinity College have come

campuses. These women are not just
statistics but faces who have witnessed
incredible violation.
With the support of the Sexual Assault Committee, we have been able to
invite Katie Koestner to address this community. She is a recent graduate of William and Mary College and has, through
tremendous courage, become the poster
child for date rape on college campuses.
Ms. Koestner has been able to bring
the epidemic of rape that plagues our
schools out into the light and has given
other women the strength to essentially
"takeback the night" and not continue to
live in solitude. By telling her stories to

"Take Back The Night" is an event where women and
men of this community come together to hear women
speak about assault and violence on college campuses.
together to share experiences in hopes of
giving comfort, and have tried to educate this community in hopes of preventing crimes against women from being
committed. But they still happen, again
and again, and again, weekend after
weekend on this campus. That is why A
Large Group of Women on Wednesday
December 6th at 7:00 p.m. in the Washington Room have organized a
"Take Back The Night" rally.
"Take Back The Night" is an event
where women and men of this community come together to hear women speak
about assault and violence, on college

magazines such as Time, she has shown
the nation a truth still ignored today by
many.
So, we are asking each member of
this Trinity community to take an hour
out of your Wednesday evening and join
us in a tribute to women on this campus
and womanhood nation wide. Sisters
will be wearing black with purple ribbons. Candles will light our way. We
must take back the night ourselves because nobody will do it for us.
Sincerely,
Nell McCarthy '98

Levels
able to each other that the sophmores
are deprived of. The fact is, that same
This letter is in response to Dana guidance is just as available to us as it is
Proyecfs opinion on the overwhelming to every Trinity student.
' Every professor on this campus
stress that is being put on the sophomores. We find it interesting how holds off ice hours for every single TrinProyect can make such broad and ity student. They will gladly assist you
sweeping generalizations about classes in picking out courses or charting a
one and two years ahead of her, I know course for a major. What's more, the
countless juniorg and seniors who would Trinity Catalog clearly spells out each
gladly trade places with her so they major and what classses are required to
could get on to "planning our spring earn your degree.
vacations."
Perhaps you should have engaged
She is quite bold to claim that "jun- in a little more thorough research beiors. . .' have it made." I'll have to fore writing you article. Did you ask
remind myself that I have it made next juniors if they thoughttheyhaditmade?
time I'm up untiU three o'clock in the Have you seen the schedules of junors
morning with my classwork. Dana,, and seniors? Did you investigate what
juniors have it far from. made. We all kind of guidance is available to other
take mostly, three hundred level classes sophomores? Please be careful in the
and on fop of that, many juniors are future of making such broad generalizations, many of them unfounded, beinvolved in off campus internships.
Can you possibly think that seniors fore bringing them to print.
have some advantage .over you by writ•: Sincerely,
ing resumes arid applying to graduate
Ben Clammer '97
schools. This on top of trying to get all
Elliot Broadfoot '96
the classes they need to graduate. You
Billy Hogan '96
make a brash.claim that seniors as wellas juniors have the same guidance availr
Casey Kutner'96
To the Editor:

of how many of his Princeton classmates
went into fields of work to become successful and make a lot of money. But
when these people look back on their
lives, they realize that all they ever did,
was make rich people richer. They were
not satisfied with their lives.
There is going to be a time in our
lives when we look back and wonder
wha t it all meant. I hope that the maj ority
of our generation can look in the mirror
in 40 years and say I did something to
improve society. The way we are headed
now, though, I think that in 40 years a lot
a people are going to be disappointed
that their lives were based on materialistic principles.

The Tripod still
jieeds writers for
next semester!
Meetings are
Tuesday at
10:00 p.m.
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Votes Of Confidence Result In No Changes

Student Government Update
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Senior Editor

In a vote of confidence last
night, Student Government officials retained their positions.
This came despite recent movements to impeach the president
and after a particularly poor
previous vote of confidence of
the president's ability to perform in that capacity.
With 16 voting in favor and
5 abstaining, President Karim
Sadik-Khan '96 retained his office. Vice-President Philip "Tiger" Reardon '96 had a unanimous vote of all 21 senators with
confidence in his ability to serve
the student body. Vice-President of Finance James Moodie
'96 had 20 senators approve and
one senator disapprove of his
service thus. And Annette

Fernandez '96, Vice-President of
the Minority Affairs Coalition,
received 20 votes of approval

the following morion: "Unless
Marriott Corpora tion shows significant improvement in area

the student government also voted 19 in favor
and 3 abstaining to the following motion:
"Unless Marriott Corporation shows significant improvement in area customer service,
quality food, and pricing by March 1,1996,
SGA recommends to President Dobelle that
we terminate or not renew their contract."
and one of disapproval.
The vacancies left by senators' departures either due to
resignation or study abroad will
be filled next semester in an allcampus vote.In other news, the
student government also voted
19 in favor and 3 abstaining to

customer service, quality food,
and pricing by March 1, 1996,
SGA recommends to President
Dobelle that we terminate or not
renew their contract." This vote
comes a year before Marriot
faces the school for a renewal
decision.

News From
Other Schools...
Sexist E-Mail Infuriates Bates' Students
Electronic mail circulating throughout a variety of college campuses sparked a cqntroHave the Freedom of Speech," the letter was written by four male first-year students at Cornell
University. This list includes a multitude of sexist comments which varied from mild to obscene.
Examples such as " # 38-If she can't speak, she can't cry," "#48-The mule button only works on the
television," and "#49-Whores get paid by the hour, not by the word" influenced female students
to take action. From writing opinion letter s to the Bates' college newspaper to approaching school
officials and finally to starting a petition and a letter-writing campaign to Cornell University, the
females have refused to take this sexism without fighting back. Other students at various New
England colleges also have joined in the battle against misogyny.

Rumors of Gang Threats Linger at Holy Cross
On the Holy Cross campus, rumors spread that a local Worcester gang was planning to kill
students for its initiation ceremony. These "threats" surfaced after two incidents of assault-occurred
off-campus. While the rumors were quelled by the college's campus security, the issue was brought
into the spotlight again when the sophomore class government posted signs saying, "Grades got
you down? Sick of the Latin Kings? Return to the days when life was simple the 80's/' This created
anotlier campus coiitroversy when offended students of the Latin American Student Organization;
(LASO) directed complaints to the class board. Both the sophomore class board and the executive
board of LASO resolved the on-campus confusion and misconceptions by holding a meeting to
educate against ignorance.

Death at U. of Iowa Ends Fraternity Parties
In the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house air University of Iowa, a freshman was
discovered dead. The pledge died from inhaling his own vomit after passing out frdm a night of
drinking; According to the medical examiner's office, the male's blood alcohol level was 0,188.,
Since mis incident, the officials at the state university have barred fraternities from sponsoring
alcohol parties. Other restrictions for fraternities are being considered.
. . '.
• (Source lOfaoiiide of Higher Education, 9/29/95) :
. : . : • . '

University of Pittsburgh Athlete Assaults Police
An All-American wrestler at the University of Pittsburgh was charged with assaulting
police officers and resisting arrest. After a late evening of drinking, Kevin O'Neil and a friend exited
the bar with pool balls and threw them at parked cars. The pair argued with the police and shortly
thereafter, an altercation occurred. When the police finally apprehended both, false identification
cards were discovered and additional charges were filed. The All-American as well as his friend
were jailed and later released after postingbond. The All-American's status on the wrestling team
has yet to be determined.

Kappa House Break-In
Between November 22 and November 25 the Kappa house
was burglarized. Jewelry, computers and clothing with a value of
close to $5,000 were stolen from the second and third floors. The
ntruder broke the first floor northwest window to gain entry to
the house. Apparently the alarm system was not activated properly before students left for Thanksgiving break. Hartford Police
are currently investigating the break-in.

Expensive Movies!
On Saturday November 25 a student staying on campus for
Thanksgiving break was approached by two females and one
male upon returning to Clemens dormitory after a trip to Power
Video. The male had a weapon and demanded money at which
point the student turned over more than $100 and 2 videos. The
suspects fled East on Crescent street to Broad street. Currently, the
Hartford Police are investigating and he student feels he can make
a positive ID of the suspects.

Office Thefts Continue (Again)
On campus thefts have continued over the past few weeks.
On November 24 between the hours of 2 and 5 p.m. the candy
machines in Mather Hall were broken into and an unknown
amount of money was taken. On November 27 between 2 and 4:30
p.m. several locked offices in Seabury were entered. A leather
acket was removed from one office, while $12 dollars was taken
from a purse in another. Two boom boxes were taken from LSC
one from room 249 sometime between November 24 and Novem
ber 28 and the other from room B05 between November 27 and 29.
Another leather jacket was stolen from Student Life Resource
Center on November 28 between 2 and 4 p.m.

VCR Leaves LSC
Information just received: A student was discovered outside
iterance -Center. with~,a.-,VCR in hand Monday Afternoon
December 4. He ran away from Campus safety officers and then
threw the VCR at them. He was apprehended outside Campus
Pizza. It is unknown whether this could be related to the recent
thefts from LSC and Seabury.

Tagged And Towed On Summit
Cars on Summit Street continue to be towed. On November
21 the Hartford Police responded to complaints about cars parked
at the intersection of Summit Street and College Terrace. Five
vehicles were towed before people were called to remove their
cars. There is an ongoing study by the Traffic Commission of
Hartford to let the city residents park on Summit street. Police
intend to continue tagging and towing.

No More Naked In NC
Between November 11 and 28 clothing from a room in North
Campus Dormitory was stolen. Upon discovering the missing
items, the student had the door combination changed. Apparently someone knew the combination, as the student had given it
out to several friends.

Photo Bag Gone From Hallden
Sometime within the last four months a bag of photo equipment was removed from an office in Hallden Hall. There were 3
lenses and a camera case in the bag among other items. The total
value of the equipment was approximately $2,000.

lips From Campus Safety
Campus Safety would like to remind students to close all
security screens on the first floor and to close all outer windows
when going home for Christmas break. They would also like to
remind students that a fee willbe charged to all students that leave
iither of these open for campus safety to close. It is a security
hazard to leave these open as it could result in frozen pipes or theft
over the break.

Wntten arid b0nipiletl;bj/;
Elizabeth' Perry :;;i.;/;.;'
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O'Connell '75 Leads Panel Discussion On AIDS
BY AMY SHACKELFORD
Arts Editor

On Friday, December 1 Patrick
O'Connell, artist and alumnus of the
class of 1975, came to the Goodwin Theater to discuss, "Day Without Art."
Founded in 1989, "Day Without Art,"
was introduced as a day of recognition
for those living with AIDS,
O'Connell expressed that he realized over a period of several years that
many of his friends in the art community

O'Connell, J. Anderson, artist/curator
and present director of Real Art Ways in
Hartford, Andrea Miller-Keller, Curator
of Contemporary Art at the Wadsworth
Athenaeum, Bartlett Shear, Associate
Director of the Hartford Stage Company,
and Jef fry Walker, Director of the Austin
Arts Center.
O'Connell was the main contributor
to the discussion. He spoke of his life as
an artist, discovering "Day WithoutArt,"
and most memorably living with AIDS.
O'Connell headed the red ribbon AIDS

O'Connell revealed that he felt saddened and enraged
that it took so many years for the government to take
action towards finding a solution for AIDS, for by the
1980% thousands of American citizens had already fell
victim to AIDS.
were dying.
He made the sobering statement that
the galleries in the East Village in New
York City were not failing because they
were ill-epuipped or not visited, but instead because the people who ran them
were dying of AIDS.
The presentation was an informal
discussion panel consisting of Patrick

project which has also become world
renowned. His sentiments and memories were tender, but also solemn.
O'Connell spoke at great length about
the political aspects of AIDS.
He claimed that during the Reagan
years, the president refused to acknowledge AIDS as an epidemic and it was not
until one of his "actor friends" died that

Academic Affairs Comm.
Punishes Dishonesty
BY KERRY A. MCKEViTT
News Writer

In the past two academic years, a
number, of cases have been brought to
'cerriing Intellectual, or academic, dishoii.'Mt .vt'ic'hc'J'ti

Iv.c.'-.UiJi-nti'wi'io

ed anil (our we.it1 censurrd.
During ll.t- ]vJ-i WV*) \e<u, lliere were
cases Fhe students wcie suspended.
Four of those students were suspended for one year while one was suspended for tvvo years. Two students
lappi-aled the decision However, their
jpenaltiesweredeemed appropriate. This
year, one student ha^. been censured.
|Thesepenaltiesare noted on thesludent's

from the Registrar's and Dean's Office,
commits itself to upholding Trinity
College's policy of academic honesty
and to discussing and improving aca-

faculty member, (he commiltee becomes
a luarinj; boaid d=. u oil ;is the judge iind ]
|iuy Both sides, the accused student1
and Ihe faculty member, present their
owes. Alter consulting, the committee
c omes to a decision. If a studentbelie\ e<
Ihe veidicl or the penally is unfair, an
appeal can be made and the case will be.
reheard by another board.
Because an act of academic d ishonf»ty offends the entire Trinity community, the a immi ttee approaches the mat-'
ter carefully because such an act "goes

[SJudi an act "goes against the Trinity presumption of
academic honesty it erodes the whole premise of a
liberal arts education....This is the reason that it is taken
so seriously," according to Dr. Kathleen Kete, Assistant
Professor of History and Chair of the Academic Affairs
Committee.
transciipt and can delay post-graduate against the Trinity presumption of acaeducation and employment
demic honesty it erodes the whole
As defined by the 1995-1996 Trinity pi emise of a liberal art. education....This
Cvllyc Student Handbook academichon- is the reason thatit is takenso seriously/
jes ty "assui nes that students do thei r own according to Dr. Kathleen Kete. Assis'svorkand that they credit properly those tant Professoi of History and Chair of
whose work and thought thev draw.
the Academic Affairs Committee.
H 1% the responsibility of each stuThere are options other than cheatdent to make sure that he or she is fully ing that students must explore. Stuawan- ot what constitutes intellectually dents are advised to ask for help trom
honest work in every examination, quiz, professors and speak with them when'
paper...."
they encounter problems with work or!
Examples of academic dishonesty conflu'Ls foi due da les. Ra ther thanrisk-•
iniludt',butare notlimiled to,pla^i<tn/- ing the chance of getting caught, stu-|
j ing, submitting one's paper a- one's own, dents should realize that as Dr. Ketci
ropyinj; from another's exam, collabo- staled,". ..failing a dast, is abettor choice!
I
rating on work without the permission than suspension."
of an instructor, iind cheating. The penIn addition to that, students must
cil lies, depending on the offense, ai e ren- also admit that ''they have control over
Bint-, suspension, oi e\pulsinn lor a do- their live-/ as mentioned by Mary Thu I
lined linie.
mas, Senioi Associate I Van of Studrnts.i'
The Academic Ai fairs* Committee Tor e\cry crime, then- are due consecomposed of ele\ en members, includ- quences and repercussions. Accoidingl
ing three students elected through the to DeanT hornas,''Acadun ut integrity is
SfurientCuvermiientAs^xurion.sixr.ic- imperative. Think about the woik you
ult\ members, and a repi esonUtive each do as a student."

MORGAN KISSEL
Patrick O'Connell, seated center stage, leads a panel discussion
about the effects of AIDS on the arts community.
he actually would speak of the disease explanation for the lack of questions at
openly.
the end of the discussion.
O'Connell revealed that he felt sadNevertheless, O'ConneU's participadened and enraged thatit took so many tion in the discussion was integral and
years for the government to take action effective. He shared with the audience
towards finding a solution for AIDS, for that AIDS is not a private or exclusive
by the 1980's, thousands of American disease; it is at Trinity and it does effect a
citizens had already fell victim to AIDS. frighteningly significant amount of lives.
Overall, the audience seemed to feel "Day Without Art" was instilled to illushighly enlightened and educated by the trate this point.
panel discussion, but there were several
Although it has been a struggle to
instances when some members of the convince not only the government, but
audience expressed feelings of alienation also the American public that AIDS is
by the conversation between the panel- everywhere, the panellists agreed that
ists.
"Day Without Art" has been instrumenFrom what was gathered from the tal in getting this message across.
post presentation conversation, several
Jeffry Walker presented O'Connell
audience members felt that it was diffi- with an honorary president's award at
cult to understand many of their points the end of the evening. We all hope to see
and stories due to the fact that they re- Patrick O'Connell at Trinity in the future
volved around exclusive members of the to continue to heighten out awareness on
art community. This is one probable this growing epidemic.

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back kForth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St,
(Off Broad Street
247-3493
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Rally Marchers Show Support For Marriott Unionization Efforts
continued from page 1

plans than the number of participants in
the Trinity plan—i.e., in the vicinity, of
800-1000 more at each university."
Through the amplification of a megaphone, Laura Moye began.the rally by
saying, "We're now going to walk over
to the center of problems on campus."
And the rally proceeded down the long
walk to the Cave patio.
"A year and a half ago, the workers
lost the union because the company
brought in union busters," said Moye.
Professor of History Eugene Leach
made some remarks to the crowd. He
pointed out the strangeness that administrative offices had shut down at 3 o'clock

Another point emphasized by prounion ralliers was the need for Marriott
"neutrality" as the Marriott workers organize. The desired effect, according to
union organizers, is to prevent Marriott
management coercively intervening in
Marriott employee organization, as organizers allege.
Dean of Students David Winer, the
administrative liaison to Marriott for nonfinancial matters, sent a campus-wide email message regarding the College's
position on the "neutrality" issue.
He wrote, "The neutrality agreement
proposed by union advocates would require Marriott to take a 'positive approach' to unionization, to permit union

In the meantime, union organizers have -planned for more
rallying on Trinity's campus. In effect, according to
Moye, they want Marriott to recognize the cards that
have been signed by 66 out of 100 employees—more than
the majority necessary for anelection.
that afternoon—an unusually early hour.
Speaking to the larger issues, he said,
"We care about the spirit of campus—
the people and their rights, and we want
you to work."
Referring to Dobelle's e-mail message, Laura Moye said, "He wrote that he
cared about 'fairness and dignity of
people'" to which the crowd hollered
back, "Liar!"
Speaking to the button-wearing issue, Moye said, "Marriott has successfully scared people into believing that
the Bill of Rights ends when they walk
into work."
Other speakers included unionized
workers from around Hartford. They
encouraged the few Marriott workers
who had assembled outside of Mather to

pursue unionization.

The raiiy Mwrn

walk to outside of the President's office.
There, student rally organizers left their
poster "bills for payment" to Trinity.

access to its employees in work areas,
and to tell its employees it would 'welcome their selection' of a union by cardsigning instead of by the usual secret
ballot election conducted by the National
Labor Relations Board."
He continued, "This is not neutrality; in effect, such a position on an
employer's part is tantamount to inviting unionization, as the employer's own
positions and perspectives on unionization typically and appropriately are not
articulated to the employees in a formal,
official fashion until after a determination has been made that an election will
take place."
In the meantime, union organizers
have planned for more rallying on
Trinity's campus.
In effect, according to
have been signed by 66 out of 100 employees—more than the majority necessary for an election.

Koeppel Addresses Faculty
continued from pagel

ties."
Trustee Koeppel then moved onto
the issue of the new FTE positions. For
those who do not know, FTE positions
are tenure tracked or non-adjunct positions. In 1979 the Board of Trustees placed
a cap on the number of FTE positions the
school could have. According to Trustee
Koeppel, the current Board of Trustees
did no t know that such a cap was in place
until President Dobelle informed them.
After learning this, at the October meet-,
ing, the Board voted to lift the cap and
immediately authorized the creation of
three new FTE positions.
The Board has asked the Educational
Policy Committee (EPC) to look into the
idea of transforming various adjunct
positions into the three new FTE positions.
The Board has also asked EPC to put
together a plan to create, further FTE
positions, also preferably converting
some of the adjunct positions that exist
now into FTE positions. Trustee Koeppel
also reported that the Board has authorized the creation of five new tenured
target of opportunity positions.
The next issue the Chairman addressed was admissions. He reported
that the Board wants to increase the selectivity of the admissions process in an
effort to enhance the quality of the student body. They anticipate putting together an applicant pool of 3,500 to hopefully aide in this process. The Board also
wants to increase the number of international students from 15 to 55 and the
percentage of non New England students
from 20 to 30.
The final topic Chairman Koeppel

FILEPH0T0
Chairman of the Board of
Trustees Alfred J. Koeppel,
as seen here, recently spoke to the
faculty on many of the touchy issues
the Trustees face.

spoke on was the surrounding neighborhood. He reported that the Board has
begun to seriously focus on the problem
of the neighborhood and what can be
done about it.
The Board wants to eliminate the
impression that Trinity has as a fat cat on
a hill who wants no part of the surrounding neighborhood.
He also reported that Trinity had
acquired five buildings on Broad Street
and proceeded to demolish them, At the
end of Trustee Koeppel's remarks, the
faculty was allowed to ask questions.
Many issues were inquired into including raising faculty salaries, where new
faculty are going to be placed, and many
other matters.

Approximately one hundred people marched down the long
ous EUJSON
walk to show support for Marriott worker unionization Friday afternoon.
Up until this point, Marriott has continued to resist this, staring that the only
process that they will recognize is a
NLRB-sponsored secret ballot election.
Thefaeultyhaveorganized twocommittees: one supporting Local 217's efforts and the other supporting the principle of Marriott worker rights to fair
treatment.
Meetings will take place in the up-

coming weeks to determine the course of
action which those faculty involved plan
to take.
When asked what the issues were
surrounding the resurgence of union
campaigning, Small replied, "I know
money is an issue and I'm trying to add
to that But I think that the issues that
we've discussed two years ago have been
cleared up."

Review Of Previous Marriott
Unionization Efforts
In February 1994, The Tripod published an investigation of Marriott- labor policies, following two years of
research by the now-defunct Progressive Student Alliance. According to
the article, "The students were concerned with the arrangement of health
care benefits for the employees. There
care packages cost the same for
paid managers, as it did for the lowest
paid dishwasher,"
According to those students, a
union seemed like the most pragmatic
solution to these problems,but Marriott
management stood in the way of realizing such a goal. And, as the article
stated, "not much has changed in the
last two years in Marriott. The management continues to do what it can to
prevent the formation of a union and
many of the employees have learned to
temper their resentment of the management in low whispers so as not to be
heard and threatened."
On May 12,1994, Marriott workers engaged in a union election. Neither Local 919 nor Local 217 were successful in securing the 50% necessary
to unionize. Part of the reason fdr the '
failure was due to the confusion created by having two unions competing
for the Marriott workers' votes.
Local919wasoriginallysoughtby
a few Marriott employees to help organize the Marriott workers into a union.
After 919's efforts ensured that a vote
would take place, Local 217 appeared
on campus, trying to persuade Marriott
workers to vote for them. Employees
complained of 217 organizers bothering them at their homes, trying to get
them to sign cards joining on with Local217. In the end, 217 was only able to
secure six votes.
However, other factors led to the
confusion. Several Marriott employees claimed that Marriott brought in
"spies" to discourage people from voting in favor of a union. These spies
were able to speak Spanish or Vietnamese and tried to dissuade Marriott
employees who spoke these languages.
Marriott management included a
brief note in each employee's
paycheck: "If you were a member of
Local 919 or 217 your paycheck would
be reduced by the union dues payments eveiy month. The union may

increase your dues year after year,
Thanks for your support. Vote no and
keep your money in your and your
family's pocket and keep your freedom
of choice."
Rumor of a promised pay raise by
Marriott management in return for a
negative vote circulated. In fact,
; iiMjaerioft employees did receive a
twenty-five cent "cost of living" raise
for 1994, twenty-five cents for 1995 and
thirty cents for 1996, though employees
questioned how that could possibly
reflect the cost of living. Moreover,
employees claimed that their hours
were cut significantly, so their raises
did not yield increased net wages.
Additionally, employees claimed that
their hours were scheduled in such a
manner thatit was inconvenient tohold
two jobs at the same time, thus creating
increased dependency on Marriott for
employment
Due to the difficulty raised by thes e
schedules, Cook Terry Forde of the Bistro resigned. Forde also daimed thathe
was "constantly] harassed by [his] supervisors."
,
,: •, .
BanquecCaptoin John Thomas wasfiredAugust30for"failuretd report for
scheduled shifts."
, , .-'
, ,
-Both Thomas, and Forde were
overtly involved in union activities.
Thomas said, "Other employees told
me, They're (management) going to
get you'... I feel I was fired because of
my union association." However, a
subsequent National Labor Relations
Board investigation was unable to conclude that his termination was a direct
result of his union activity.
Forde, like current union supporters, wore a pro-union button to work,
supporting Local 919. Management
asked that he remove his button, and
when he didn't, he was instructed to go
home. Forde claimed, "There's inconsistency in thedisciplinary procedures."
While he was not allowed to wear a
union button, other employees were
allowed to wear hats promoting professional sports teams and others did
not wear their safety shoes.
At the time of the unionization
failure, Director of Food Services Jon
Small said, "I'm happy that [the union]
failed. It'sa voteof confidence that [the
employees feel that management] can
make things better."
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Republicans, Democrats Debate Affirmative Action
merit. In response, he argued that SAT
scores are not as "good predictors of
their (students') success" as one might
Approximately twenty-five people suppose. "There is a bias built into SAT
gathered to discuss the prudence of affir- scores that reflects lots of stuff, the least
mative action in college admissions last of which is aptitude; the most is part
experience and part schooling."
Wednesday.
With regard to the claim that affirThis event was co-sponsored by the
College Republicans and College Demo- mative action creates reverse discrimicrats. Dari Sylvester '98 spoke on behalf nation, Valocchi said, "Sometimes it does,
of the College Republicans and Jen but many times it doesn't." He cited
McCrary '98 spoke for the College Demo- extra recruitment efforts in urban high
schools as a measure which does not
crats.
Professor of Sociology Steve overtly discriminate against white
Valocchi began the meeting with some people. "Furthermore, it strips the terms
remarks on his understanding of argu- of their historical meaning."
ments against affirmative action.
Valocchi noted that discrimination
The first argumenthe addressed was still occurs at all class levels, as there is
that affirmative action is not based on evidence that there is a racial gap in
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Senior Editor

You are fl O /

a

salaries awarded to equivalent job descriptions.
To say that affirmative action "reinforces negative stereotypes of minorities," according to Valocchi, is to enter
into a mistake. "Affirmative action is not

"Affirmative action is not based on 'black inferiority,'"
said McCrary, "It has to do with the fact that America
discriminates according to race. Without it (affirmative
action), we would take back all of the good it does."
the cause of these stereotypes." Further,
he suggested, "Expanding minority
membership within the group... dispels
these stereotypes, as it forces people to
interact with different kinds of people."

mooch.

But when

a hole in your pocket renders you
you r e l u c t a n t l y

call the folks C o l l e c t .

YOU dial I 8 O O CALL ATT.
Your pangs of guilt are

I 8OOCAIL ATT always costs less than i-«oo-c:oui[-ci.
or Us. from Any plume. And
/sc it witetn'iu'

off cunt {ma.

Know the Code. 1800 CALL ATT, That's Your Ifue Choice?

AT&T
Your True Choice
* For liiiersiaK alls. Promotions excluded
1-iiOO-COIXECT is a regsiered trademark tif MCI.

After a brief intermission, Dari
Sylvester spoke against affirmative action in college admissions.
Sylvester cited a study at University
of California at Berkeley which showed
that black and Hispanic students on av-

e 1995 A't&T

erage had lower SAT scores and grade
point averages than white students.
Sylvester also pointed to the diminishing effect that affirmative action has
on minority students' esteem.
Quoting Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas, Sylvester said that
"affirmative action translates into the idea
that Slacks, when left on their own, cannot achieve.'"
According to the June 1995 Gallup
Poll, said Sylvester, 84% of the population disapproves of selecting a less qualified min ority applicant over a more qualified white applicant for the sake of "diversity."
And further, that 22% of blacks favor this idea, while 68% are opposed.
She claimed that affirmative action causes
colleges to "restandardize, by choosing
people of lower aptitude."
Sylvester claimed that affirmative
action in college admissions is unconstitutional, as the Constitution provides that
"no privileges are awarded according to
race. [Moreover] quotas are illegal via.
the Civil Rights Act of 1964."
In conclusion, Sylvester called affirmative action in college admissions a
"travesty," that an "imposed privilege"
did not allow for colleges to pursue ex.c^l^ngein admissions. . / ,
'\ Responding bribehalfot the College
Democrats, Jen McCrary spoke in favor
of "all or nothing," McCrary claimed
that other groups have privileges afforded to them, such as sons and daughters of people already affiliated with the
college.
McCrary also pointed to what she
called "whrte skin privilege," which entails the assumptions that are made about
white-skinned peoplejustby appearance.
In short, McCrary claimed that affirmative action is necessary because "affirmative action is given to every group
excep t minorities."
"Affirmative action is not based on
Talack inferiority,'" said McCrary. "It
has to do with the fact that America
discriminates according to race. Withoutit (affirmative action), we would take
back all of the good it does."
One such example of the good done
by affirmative action, according to
McCrary; is that college admissions has
to examine a student's entire file, rather
than just the numbers represented by
SAT scores and grade point averages.
Therefore, according to McCrary, the
admissions offices get a picture of the
entire person.
Overall, McCrary asserted that affirmative action is necessary to create a
"level playing field" for people of all
races to compete for admission into college.
"Either getridof all of affirmative
action, or keep racial affirmative action,"
said McCrary.
The audience then engaged in a discussion of the issues addressed by the
speakers. Concerns were expressed reiterating McCrary's democratic principles
of diversity.
Although the discussion occasionally strayed from the topic of affirmative
action in college admissions, students generally felt that ihe potential bonuses resulting from exposure to a diversity of
experience and opinions would far outweigh a college without such diversity.
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Around

ART

PERFORMANCES

Through Dec. 7th

Tuesday, Dec. 5th

The 2nd Annual IDPArt Extravaganza is on display
at Mather Art space.

WHERE'S THE BEEF?

Around Trinity has recently felt trapped in a
weird Alice In Wonderland-esque dream. Maybe it
has something to do with the fact that our Director
of Food Services is named Jon Small, but every time
AT eats something the world seems to shrink a little
First there were "portion control rolls," then the
fries shrunk in the Bistro, then bacon was removed
as an option on grill items at the Cave. Lots of things
have been eliminated, actually. Of the 38 items that
were on the Bistro's menu last year, almost 30
percent can't be ordered anymore. The only things
that aren't shrinking are the prices. AT is still
searching for the elusive, magic, "drink-me"
Snapple™ to get everything back to normal again,
No wait, the Snapple's shrunk too.
TWINKLING

Around Trinity welcomes the coming of the
Christmas season as students are able to express
their true colors with twinkling lights across campus. Beyond the competition between Northam
Towers and New Dorm are the curious lights that
adorn the AD fraternity house. Prominently displayed on the fraternity's chimney is an upsidedown, pink triangle. AT is curious if this is some
unique legal attempt to get around the college's coeducational greek policy. If successful it might
provide some hope for the brothers of PIKE.
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8:00 p.m.

Through Dec. 15th

Chanticleer, a professional a cappella vocal ensemble, will perform their special holiday carols at the
Immanuel Congregational Church, Hartford, Connecticut. For more information call 527-8121.

The artworks of RobertQuevedo '96 is on display
at Zion Gallery. For more information call 297-2141.

Tuesday, Dec. 12th

Through Dec. 22nd

Messiah Sing-Along will be performed in Millard
Auditorium, University of Hartford. For more information call 768-5566.

Presence, a multimedia exhibition featuring various artist, is on display at the Real Art Ways in Hartford. The exhibit features illuminating physical echoes
of human presence. For more information call 2321006.

8:30 p.m.

Through Dec. 16th

Through Dec. 22nd

Hartford Stage is performing I Ain't Yo' Uncle: The
New Jack Revisionist UncleTom's Cabin. This production
retells Stoew's novel from a '90's Afrocentric perspective.

The William Benton Museum of Art at University of Connecticut exhibits Charles A. Platt's Shaping

Sunday, Dec. 17th

4:00 p.m.

A. Platt which encompasses the full range of Platt's
work. For more information call 486-4520.

The Music Series will present A Candlelight Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols at South Church, New
Britain.

Through Dec. 24th

Saturday, Dec. 16th

an American Landscape: the Art and Architeclureof'Charles

Farmington Valley Arts Center is exhibiting The
Art of Giving/The Giving of Art. For more information
call 678-1867.

Through Dec. 31st
The Promenade Gallery at the Bushnell is displaying Bob Chaplin and Jean Pichey's recent work.
For more information call Mary Kramer at 987-6000.

5:30 p.m.

Members of the Connecticut Early Music Festival
will perform Baroque Classical Music at the First Church
of Christ Congregational, Sharon, Connecticut. For
more information call 364-5688.

Sunday, Dec. 31st
T/ieWeWsareplayingatHartfordFirstNight. Call
(203) 628-5597 for tickets and more information.

PHISHY

Rumors abounded when the member of the
musical group Phish, Jon Fishman, was seen wandering around campus this weekend. Fishman,
who sings, plays the drums, the trombone, and the
vacuum cleaner for theband, used to date a member
of the Trinity community and supposedly stopped
by for a visit. Around Trinity has learned that the
iormer Phishettehasbeen given a senior position in
'CAC with hopes of garnering the band for Spring
Weekend.
MEANWHILE...

Before what promises to be a great Spring
Weekend, TCAC has to suffer through the problems of putting onan ordinary party. This Saturday's
Winter Wonderland has been praised as TCAC's
best party of the year. Halfway through the party,
however, TCAC members were seen running
around the basement of Mather screaming, "The
seniors drank all our alcohol!" Turns out that those
esky seniors, having gotten bored with seeing all
the people that they've been trying to hook-up with
for the last four years, ventured downstairs for
some fresh faces. Along the way they freshened up
their drinks. Around Trinitywas amused when
TCAC was forced to buy alcohol from the Snowball
upstairs in order to keep their party going downstairs. That'll teach those underclassmen to give
seniors free admission to anything.
CHEATING?

Widener Gallery
Jan. 25th through Mar. 10th
Department of Fine Arts presents a faculty exhibition by sculpture Patricia Tillman. For more information call 2972199.

Goodwin Theater
, Saturday, Dec. 9th
8:00 p.m.
- •" Celebrating 25 ye|)fe of teaching danceat Trinity, the Theater and Dance Department is performing an extraordinary
gala performance evening with guest artists from past and present dance professors and students. Admission: General
$12/ Discount $8.
GarmanyHall
,- . • ; • . • " • • • :
; '\..'. • • , • . . , ' . . . V - . . • . . . . • , , : .
Sunday, Dec. loth
3:00 p . m .
, The Austin Arts Center presents Student Holiday Performance.

.•;-.:

-•••-'.

CINESTUDIO
To WongFoo, Thanks For Everything!

Wed - Sat 7:30 p.m.

(1995) Director: Beeban Kidron. Screenplay by Douglas Carter Beane. Cast: Wesley Snipes, Patrick Swayze, John
Leguizamo, Stockard Charming. In what might be described as the loosening-up of America, one of this year's most
popular films is about three drag queens (Vida, Noxeema, and Chi Chi) who crash into the life of a small town when their
Cadillac breaks down somewhere in the vast uncharted zonebetween New York and L,A. Swayze, Leguizamo, and Snipes
show an unexpected (by most) flair for strutting their stuff inheels, and the supporting cast includes the always classy Bly
the Danner, and Chris Perm at his snarling best as the "unevolved" sheriff. A fun and liberating comedy by the director
of Antonia and Jane that gets its kick from a clash of cultures. 108 min.

Erotique

Fri - Sat 9:50 p.m.

SGA has finally found a way to hopefully
resolve their quibbling over rules. Money has been
allocated for thepurchase of Cliff's NotesonRobert's
ules. If SGA is indeed representative of the stujdent body, Around Trinity isn't exactly sure what
this says about the school's sense of academic hon
esty.

(1995) Lef s Talk About Sex: Director: Lizzie Borden. Cast: Kamala Lopez-Dawson, Bryan Cranston. Taboo Parlor:
Director: MonikaTieut. Cast: PriscillaBarnes,CamillaSoeberg, Michael Carr. Wonton Soup: Directed by Clara Law. Cast:
Tim Lounibos, Hayley Man. An uncensored tour of erotica from a woman's point-of-view, by outstanding directors from
America, Germany, and Hong Kong. Lizzie Borden's film turns the tables on the sex industry, as a phone sex worker
kidnaps one of her clients to fulfill her fantasies. InMonika Treut's Taboo Parlor, a young woman, with her lesbian lover's
help, looks for an ideal man for a fling. The final film is a sensuous work by Clara Law about a student who tries to win
back an old flame with the help of the Kama Sutra. For mature audiences only. 90 min.

ONE MAN'S RELAXATION

I Can't Sleep

As those future-lawyers-of-America out there
know, this weekend was the administration of the
Law School Admission Test, One such wanna-belawyer decided.that it would be a goodidea to relax
with a massage before the test. Wednesday afternoon he called the Mather Front Desk in order to get
phonenumbers of localmassageparlors. The Mather
Front Desk worker who answered the phone unI derstood the problem completely and sympathized.
\Around Trinity has learned, however, that Mather
t Front Desk's idea of a "massage" is quite different
from what mos t would expect. Whispers, the "massage" parlor that was recommended, provides
"back-rubs" from the womanof your choice. LSAT
scores should be back in 6 weeks at which time AT
will report on whether "back-rubs" are effective
study methods.

Sun 2:30; Sun - Tue 7:30 p.m.

(France, 1995) Directed by Clair Denis. Screenplay by Denis and Jean-Pol Fargeau. Cast: Katerina Golubeva, Laurent
Grevill, Richard Courcet. Having received her independent film credentials as assistant director of Down by Law, Paris,
Texas, and Wings of Desire, Clair Denis has become one of Europe's best directors (Chocolat, No Fear, No Die). Her newest
movie is an evocative thriller based on the true story of a Frenchman and, his lover from Martinique, nicknamed the
"Granny Killers" after murdering 20 elderly women. Denis adds to the mystery by introducing an aspiring actress from
Eastern Europe whose life is changed by her contact with the killers. The film creates an unforgettable Paris that is haunted
by displaced outsiders. "Daring and original - the most pungent vision yet of the new multiculti Paris," - J. Joberman, Premiere
Magazine, 110 min.

Baraka

Wed-Sat 7:30 p.m.

(1995) Directed and photographed by Ron Fricke. Musical soundtrack by Michael Stearns. Produced by Mark
Magidson. The mind-expanding cinematic thrill of watching Baraka in 70mm Super Panavision on the giant
Cinestudio screen is something that our audiences have been eager to experience again. The work of director/
cinematographer Ron Fricke is both visionary and a sensory tour de force, shot in 24 countries and encompassing the
diversity of pur globe. Without dialogue or narration, the unforgettable images of Baraka capture the natural beauty of
our planet and the damning evidence of humanity's tendency for self-destruction, Don't miss this exciting example of
a film's ability to fill the senses and expand the spirit. 96 min.
complied by Christine McCarthy McMorris'79
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LECTURES
Wednesday, Dec. 6th

ALT, B E
4:00 p.m.

As a part of the Faculty Lecture series Professor
Christine Broadbridge will be giving a lecture on From
Atoms to Integrated Circuit Chips, Blood Cells and Bacteria
withtheAtomicForceMicroscopeix\Facu\tyChxb,Uamhn
Hall. Refreshments will be served.

Wednesday, Dec. 6th

7:30 p.m.

Los olvidados (The Forgotten One) and Un chien
andalou (An Andalusian Dog) will be shown in Life
Science Auditorium. This showing is a part of the Latin
American/Spanish Film series. The Forgotten One explores the lives of young people growing up on the
streets in metropolis. An Andalusitm Dog is made at the
height of the Avant-Garde movement that "attempts
to make our dear eyes see that which, though not
existing, is nevertheless as intense as that which exists." (Breton)

Thursday, Dec. 7th

12:15 p.m.

The Women's Center is sponsoring a discussion
on Feminist Legal Theory and the haw of Sexual Harassment: An Update withDr. Renny Fulco, Senior Lecturer
of Women's Studies. This is a part of the Lunch Series
that will be held in the Women's Center.

Tuesday, Dec. 12th

7:30 p.m.

At the Annual McDonald Center Lecture, Seyyed
Hossein Nsar from George Washington University
will be giving a lecture on Muslim-Christian Understand
and the Challenges and Obstacles of Secularism a t Ha rtford
Seminary.

Thursday, Dec. 14th
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8:00 p.m.

Being Digital, a lecture given by Nicholas
Negroponte, Director, M.I.T. Media Laboratory, will
be held in Lincoln Theater, University of Hartford.
Admission is free but tickets must be reserved. For
more information call 768-4228.

Recruiting Briefing
The career Counseling Center is also sponsoring New York Recruiting Consortium Briefing inMcCook Auditorium at 6:15 p.m. on Tuesday, Dec 5th. All NYRC participants are required to attend the Interviewing Workshop at
7:00 p.m. on Wednesday, Dec. 6th in Rittenberg
Lounge.

Fruit Basket Pick-Ups
From Wednesday Dec. 6th and Friday Dec.
8th you can pick up your Fruit Basket in Student
Activities during lunch and dinner.

Wednesday, Dec. 6th
7:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.

Thursday, Dec. 7th
8:00 p.m.

10:00 p.m.

Holiday Party
The Department of Modern Languages is
inviting everyone to its Annual Holiday Party on
Tuesday Dec. 5th. The party will be held from
7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at the Reese Room of the
Smith House.

6:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

Poetry Contest
The National Library of Poetry will award
250 poets in the North American Open Poetry
Contest. Send ONE original poem to The National Library of Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr.,
P.O.Box704-1942,OwingsMills,MD21117. The
poems should be no more than 20 lines. Entries
must be postmarked by December 31,1995.

&

KWANZAA CELEBRATION in
the Washington Room. Reflect
upon the African past and American future. Sponsored by PAA &
TCBWO. '
PIPESCONCERTinHamlinHall.
Fill up on a little holiday cheer!
HOLIDAY MOVIE FAVORITES
in the Bistro. Watch Chevy Chase
light up his house, a boys quest
for a Red Rider B.B. Gun, and a
reindeer try to fit in.

Saturday, Dec. 9th
11:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Good Luck on

TRINITONES WINTER CONCERT the Smith House. A great
way to stay out of the cold!
JAMES BOND MARATHON
CONTINUESintheCave. There's
just to many good movies to show
in one night!

Friday, Dec. 8th

Insect Exhibit
Through Dec. 31 the Science Center of Connecticut is exhibiting Insect Zoo - Arachnids Too!
The collection range from giant hissing cockroaches to the amazing New Guinea walking
sticks. For more information call (203)231-2824.

HARTFORD WHALERS vs. NEW
YORK ISLANDERS. Tickets are
available in SLRC for $12.
"TAKE BACK THE NIGHT" in
the Washington Room
STUDYBREAKWITHSGAinthe
Washington Room. Let SGA
know what issues are important
to you!

New York City Trip They came,
they saw, they shopped! Bus
leavesMatheratllam Leave NYC
at Tickets$5inStudent Activities
SNL CAST MOVIES in the cave.
Adam Sandier, Chris Farley, and
David Spade!

' Sunday, Dec. 10th
1:00 p m

"THE NUTCRACKER" at the
BushneU. Tickets available in
StudentActlvities. FrontBalcSIS;
RearBAlc$5.

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, Dec. 6th
12:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.

E l m T h e a t e r - New Britain Ave. next to Shawmut Bank
Prices: $3.50 adults; $2.75 matinees before 6:00 p.m.
For more information call 232-2820

Roman Catholic Mass.
Crypt Chapel
Carillon Guild
Daniel Kehoe,
College Carillonneur

Sunday, Dec. 10th
1:00 p.m.

Holy Eucharist
The Rev. William Starr, Chaplain

Seven (R) 7:00,9:40
Copy Cat (R) 7:10, 9:40

ShOWCaSe C i n e m a * - r 3250 Berlin Turnpike, Newington
Price: $3.50 before 6:00 p.m.; $5.50 all other shows
For more information call 666-1401.
The following showtimes are for Monday, Nov. 20 -Thursday, Nov. 23
Home for the Holidays (PG-13) 7:20, 9:30
Copy Cat (R) 7:10,9:25
Seven (R) 7:00,9:20

S h o w c a s e Cinema* - 936 Silver Lane, East Hartford
Price: $4.25 before 6:00 p.m.; $7.00 all other shows
For more information call 568-8810.
The following showtimes are for Tuesday, Nov. 20-Wednesday, Nov. 22
White Man's Burden (R) 11:25,1:50, 4:20,7:50,10:05
Toy Story (G) 11:00,11:55,1:00,1:30, 3:00,3:35, 5:00,5:25,7:00,7:30
Nick of Time (R)ll:55,2:10,4:45,7:45,10:00
, Money Train (R) 11:10,12:30,1:35,2:55,5:15,7:25,7:55,9:45,10:15
It Takes Two (FG) 11:15,1:20,3:25,5:30
•
Golden Eye (PG-13) 11:05,12:40,1:45,3:50,4:25,7:10,7:40,9:50,10:25
Get Shorty (R) 12:10,2:40,4:55,7:15, 9:40
Casino (R) 12:00,12:55, 3:30, 4:30, 7:00, 8:00,10:20
.
American President (PG-13) 11:40, 2:15,4:50, 7:20, 9:55
Ace Ventura #2 (PG-13) 11:45,2:00,4:40,7:05, 9:20
For Showcase Cinema in Burlington, East Hartford, East Windsor and Newington Student Voucher Tickets are
available in Student Activities Office for $3. All times subject to change. Please call the theater to confinn the movie
time before attending. Call the theater for more information.

***FREE T R I P S & C A S H ! " *

••->-•"•"• • '•'-

J. ' Find 6ut-how hundreds of students are already
earing FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's
#1 Spring Break company! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free! Choose Cancun, Bahams, Mazatlan, or Florida!
CALL NOW! TAKEA BREAKSTUDENTTRAVEL(800)
95-BREAK!
SPRING BREAK — Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun and Jamaica from $299.00. Air, Hotel, Transfers
Parties and More! Organize a small group and earn a
FREE trip plus commissions! Call 1-800-822-0321.
CATCH A JET!
Caribb/Mexico $189 r / t
Europe $169, Calif. $129
CaE Airhitch for more info!
800-326-2009

r
Professor Reflects On Start
Of Trinity's Dance Program
Article reprinted from Tlie Tripod Octo- student, to participate in the initiation of
ber 24,1972 issue.
the dance program and in its developWritten by fudy Dxvorin
ment. That year Clive Thompson, presently a soloist in the Alvin Alley comWhen Dance was first introduced at pany, taughtatTrinity, and, although his
Trinity in 1969,1 don't think anyone quite approach to dance emphasized the techconceived of how it would integrate it- nical aspects, Clive himself, because of
self into the academic curriculum. The his dynamism as a performer and his
idea of the study of movement, of the charisma as a man, did much to spark the
development of the body as an instru- enthusiasm for dance which has continment of communication and expression, ued to grow ever since.
of dance as an art form of equal standing
Clive introduced a certain level of
amongst theater, music, and the fine arts professionalism into the program and
was a.new concept and one which was most certainly served to break the stereojust beginning to gain acceptance in type of dance being a feminine art.
. circles of higher education.
When Clive left Trinity because of
American Culture has been domi- performing commitments, it was with
nated by verbal communications; we renewed anticipation and excitement that
have been extremely slow to recognize in September of 19711 became part-time
the most basic element of hour human- and later full-time instructor and coordiness: our own ability to move and to see nator of the dance program. Enrollments,
the relationship between that ability and which had been on the average of 50-70
our ability to think and feel and perceive students each semester in 1969-70 and
ourselves and the world around us.
1970-71, jumped to 114 in 1971-72.
Although ballet through the centuWith this growth in student interest,
ries had traditionally been acclaimed for I fel t that the dance curriculum needed to
its spectacuiar display of physical prow- be broadened to include the more creess and aestheticism/ modern dance with ative aspects of dance as well. Techits freer forms and emphasis on indi- nique, the development of the body
vidual creative expression was not even through exercise and muscular discipline,
born in Americas until the early twenti- is not an end in itself; one develops the
eth century. Yet, its appeal has grown body as a more effective instrument for a
rapidly, and it is interesting that it is reason —to express, to communicate, to
modern dance which seems to be mak- DANCE.
ing Ihe initial breakthrough into the halls
Therefore, Trinity term of 1971-72

Emmy Devine was an artist in residence at Trinity in March
1974. She was a member of the modern dance company, Dan
Wagoner and Dancers and worked with students at Trinity
before the annual Spring Concert teaching classes.
repertory (the art of performance). Such
an abundance of crea rive works was produced by the students that the final concert in May, 1972 included two separate
anddifferentprograms. Also, a children's

includes Raymond Johnson, Alfonso
Figueroa, James Clouser, and Mel Wong,
Bruce King and Risa Jarislow join us for
the semester...The number of males in
dance class has further increased this

The idea of the study of movement, of the development of
the body as an instrument of communication and expression, of dance as an art form of equal standing amongst
theater, music and the fine arts... was anew concept and
one which was just beginning to gain acceptance in
circles of higher education.
workshop was performed by the Improiation class at which children from
n jr.~d
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anticipation that! came to trinity in 1969, ra I crea ti ve sense of movement), compo- tended. Children from West Hartford
firstas an exchange and thenasa transfer sition (the art of making dances) and schools also participated in the beginning technique classes at Trinity on occasion as part of a special program to expose children to different careers.
As this new semester begins at Trinity the enthusiasm for dance continues to
be seen in the high enrollments (again
surpassing the 100 mark). Now added to
*W glow inp 'ist-of \ ivting .11tMs uhkh

Carter McAdams, to perform at Saturday's performance, isshown
here. He was a professor of dance at Trinity and now teachers at
Oberlin with partner Nusha Martynuk.

FILE PHOTO

year with one introductory class in which
males outnumber females.
•
It-i,S exciting arid fulfilling to me as a
teacher and dancer lo see people, and a
lot of people at that, becoming aware of
dance and participating in it as an art
form, as an expression of self, as a creative outlet...It is something which I believe should be supported and nurtured
because dance has found its place in the
Trinity curriculum, and by the nature of
what it is and what it can contribute,
*h( r e i i = n o q u t : » r i i - > n t i n t i ( l i l c p j . ^ ' h

A dance class at Trinity taking place in 1972. Students are
able lo receive a lot of individual contact with their professors.
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Gala Performance Will Be Held
To Honor 25 Years Of Dance
BY ELIZABETH PERRY
Arts Editor

The dance department at Trinity has
come a long way since its introduction in
1969. Dance was born at Trinity in a time
of turmoil. The college had just become
coeducation, political events were at a
climax and Nixon lwas president. Now
Trinity has fully integrated females into
theschool and the ratio of men to women
is almost 50/50. The dance program has
grown as well. The department now
sponsors over 40 performances per year
which include student works, large productions inGoodwin theater and smaller
ones in Garmany Hall and other perfor-

mances by several artists who have some
association with Trinity whether they
are or were students, faculty or visiting
artists.
These performers include Clive Thompson who formerly danced with the
Alvin Ailey Dance Company and now
performers with the National Dance Theater of Jamaica. He willbe flying in from
Jamaica for this occasion. Mel Wong
who is a well-known choreographer and
visual artist will also be performing Saturday. He currently teaches at the University of California, Santa Cruz and will
be flying in for the event. A former
dancer with the National Ballet of Guinea,
Abdoulaye Sylla will be performing. He

In order to celebrate Trinity's 25 years of dance, the college has put together a gala event... The evening will
include dance performances by several artists who have
some association with Trinity whether they are or were
students, faculty or visiting artists.
mances by visiting artists and professors.'
The goal of the dance program is to
integrate students into the college, creating "'the whole artist,' which means
rounding people out as opposed to channeling them into a narrow path;" says
Josh Karter, an associate professor of
theater and dance. Students from all
disciplines can get involved in dance at
Trinity, taking classes and being in performances. There are also outside pro-

currently teaches atTrinity. JudyDworin
who is the artistic director of the Judy
Dworin Performance Ensemble which is
the company in residence at the Trinity
1995-96, a professor of dance and one of
the original coordinators of the dance
program at Trinity will also perform.
Known to Hartford audiences as "Partners Dance," Nusha Martynuk and Carter
McAdams will perform. Tim Martin, a
New York choreographer and the first
dance niajoi to gradual.^ trom Trinity

theater. With all the choices Trinity offers, students of dance can explore themselves fully and can discover how dance
will be helpful in enhancing themselves
as people.
. In order to celebrate Trinity's 25
years of dance, the college has put together a gala event. Sponsored by the
dance department, Jeffrey Walker and
Evan Dobelle, the event will take place
on Saturday, December 9,1995 at 8 p.m.
The evening will include dance perfor-

this semester and Catherine Brunei and
Amy Fink, student choreographers, will
perform.
This event promises to be as memorable as the 25 years of dance it is commemorating. With a host of accomplished
dancers coming in from around the world
to display their talents, the evening will
be a true celebration. The show, once
again, is Saturday, December 9,1995 at 8
p.m. It will be held in Goodwin Theater
in the Austin Arts Center at Trinity.

1 •• •-

Trinity students take dance class at studio in Seabury Hall.
Picture date 1972

FILFPHO1O

FILE PHOTO

Student dance performance in 1985. Many student works in
progress and faculty work are performed in the studios in Seabury
Hall.

Trinity student performs in Seabury. The dance program was started
at Trinity in 1969. Since then the department has expanded and now
involves over 40 performances a year. The goal of the dance
department is to create an artist that is well rounded and integrated
in to the cirriculum.
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Daniel James" Debut EP: King OrAn Alien Shows Potential
on this CD— are Art Sousa on
drums and Steve Liszka on bass.
The closest I can get to deModern rock unknown scribing his voice is to say that
Daniel James' debut release, it's similar to Evan Dando's, the
KingoranAlien, has the monoto- singer for Lemonheads. James'
nous yet catchy sound of voice is lower and less mellow
R.E.M.'s first EP, "Chronic than Dando's, though. He
Town." The five songs sound a doesn't come across as a mellow
lot alike. All are under four min- guy, in general.
utes long and James plays guiThe moderate rhythms of
tar throughout. Though he has a the tunes contribute to the feelformal background in jazz and ing of monotony— there are no
holds degrees in music, the fast or slow songs; none really
songs are basically in the same stand out from the others. The
vein of anything you can hear first two tracks are stronger than
on radio 104.
the three that follow. They seem
Which isn't to say the CD more developed and radioisn't worth listening to—al-. friendly (though it's true that
though the lyric "You are the some of the best rock songs selcream in my coffee" speaks for dom get played on the radio).
itself. Other lines, though, are
The guitar work on all of
more representative of the gen- thesongs is professional-sounderal feeling of the release— each ing; it's obvious that James is no
song has asort of restlessness, a flannel-shirted kid jamming in
kind of paranoid perception of his garage. Sometimes, though,
the world.
I wished the CD had more of a
On the. first track, "What raw feel to it, instead of beingso
You" Think...," James repeats, relentlessly conservative and
:
"What you think that you see smooth.
isn't real, isn't real/What you
My old guitar instructor
think that you know isn't true, once told me that most musiisn't true." "No one I know is cians can't write interesting
coming to kill me, I guess I'm enough songs on their own, that
doing OK," he sings sarcasti- they need to work with others to
cally on King or an Alien.
create a more complete sound.
The two backing instru- Think of the Jagger-Richards, as
mentalists—James's guitar is a songwriting team, minus Mick
definitely the dominant sound or Keith— and you see what he
BY KAREN WALTER
Arts Writer
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Daniel James' debut EP is titled King or an Alien
meant. Their solo albums aren't
as rich or as diverse as the style
they formed together, bouncing
ideas off one another in the studio. I'd be interested to see what
would happen if Daniel James

b u s I ne s s

found a collaborator.
James wrote all the songs
and produced the record with
classical guitarist Cynthia
Matthews, who collaborated

The Trinity Papers Now
Accepting Submissions
^twm:tUd bu xnt BODJ ij TV

Trinity P.ip<"-,
. _ Once again, the time has
crifrte to 'ittbrhit voiir best academic \\rilin;> to rJu> Ijiiulii
Eojieifc, an annual juurnal of
outstanding undergraduate
scholarship Students eligible
to submit works, indude any
Trinity undergraduates, \ isit-

activate

with James on the cover art. King
or an Alien is available now
through the local indie label
Dingo Records or at selective
record stores.

mihsioni. s-hould not eu etd 30
typed, double-spaced pages
The editors may require revisinn before publication Each
'-lUimi'-Mpn v ill I i' i r t i c w a i

b\ the FdihTial Board, w hich
hat* been diawn from the
President's Fellows, of this
year Assistance and opinions
from facult\, adminishatois,

Students eligible to submit works include
any Trinity undergraduates, visiting students and IDP students...The deadline for
submissions is January 22,1996. Papers
should be submitted to Dean }. Ronald
Spencer's office, Williams 232...
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student's prev ious vhool
We \wl< iimt studnit Phsays>. term papers and reports
cirativcwurksincludingphoEngiaphy and art work and
s-tientihcresearcri documents
The deadline lor Mibmission3 is January 22 19% Tapers should be submitted to
Dean J RonalJ Spencer's office, Williams 2"2,by the deadline. No more than three ^ubmi&sionb will be considered
foroach student Writtensub-
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Incredibly malleable
Infinitely versatile.
Awesomely inventive
At Andersen Consultn.^
we want to keep it that way. So
we challenge it with a stimulating
variety of assignments. Develop it with
an average of over 170 hours of advanced
training per year. Reward it with advancement. And support it with the resources
of 22,000 professionals operating across 47
countries. At Andersen Consulting, we
always keep you in mind.
© VJ93 Andcisim C(m-.ultn\j>
Andersen Cimsullnu; i» .in U]u,il Opportunity hmplnycr

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING
AIUHUR AND1 [iSCN t CO. SC

All Majors: Please join us for an information session regarding
Careers in Business Integration Consulting on Thursday
January 18, 1996 at 7PM in A/lather Hall- Alumni Lounge

and othi'i students may be
sought bv the editors Final
decisions, ho\vc\ er, are made
by the 1 ditorwl Buaid and ali
decisions 3Le tinal
When }iui submit your
work to Dean Spencer s ol tice,
It will be made anon\ mous
and given an identification
numbei,remo\ ing all pei-sonal
bias of an\ editor Orn.e the
final submissions ha\e been
chosen, Dean Spencer's olfitc
will re,\ eal the aulhois, of the
admitted paper*
We thank you and hope
thatyouwill considerMibnutting suitable work from your
college career We w iah you
the best for the remainder or
the semester

Free Delivery 7 days a week
Friday & Saturday 11am - 4am
Sunday - Thursday 11am - 3am

278-4334
SPECIALTY PIZZAS
Red Veggie Design
$8.50/13.00/23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes,
etc...

PIZZAS
Our pizzas are made using a high gluten Dakota dough with a rich sauce of piquant herbs and
spice simmered lightly ina mix of fresh and Chilean plum tomatoes.
SMALL (12") $4.00 Topping
$0.50
LARGE
$7.00 Topping
$1.00
SHEET
$14.00 Topping
$2.50

White Veggie Design
$8.50/13.00/23.00
A thin layer of sauteed garlic and
olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella,
fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.
HHHJLJHJi

SUBS AND GRINDERS
BLT, Meatball, Cooked Salami, Genoa Salami,
Pepperoni, Tuna, Ham & Cheese, Sausage, Meatless, Eggplant

HALF $400

WHOLE $5.00

Italian, Roast Beef, Turkey, Veal, Turkey & Bacon, Chicken Parmigiana, Pastrami, Steak & Cheese

HALF $4.25

WHOLE $5.75

DINNERS
Linguine Mediterranean
$6.95
Pasta tossed with sauteed chicken
breast, artichoke hearts, roasted peppers
& black olives.

Pasta Monterey
$7.95
Fettuccine tossed with seafood,
tender scallops, and plump shrimp in
a creamy parmesan sauce.

SIDES AND SALADS
Marcoppi Bread • $3.50
A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter & herbs. Blue cheese optional.
Chef Salad
$6.00
Greek Salad
$6.00
Antipasto
$6.00

Blackened Chicken

$7.50

Blackened with Mazen's herbs
and spices. Served over Rice Pilaf
with a cajun sauce.
Fettuccine Alfredo

$6.95

Fettuccine served in a fresh,
creamy parmesan cheese sauce with
a hint of spinach.
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Capricdo's: Sam and Clay Enjoy A Taste Of Old Italy
into the main dining room. We were
seated in a small booth, amid bottles of
Chianti lining the ceiling, red and white
checkered table cloths and relaxing Italian music. For Sam, who spent last Fall
We had the whole night planned. semester in Florence, Italy, the atmoDowntown, "Happy Hour," drinks and sphere of this restaurant brought back
then dinner at one of Hartford's hip spots. many memories. It reminded her of the
We were in the car driving amidst the small cafes tucked away in the narrow
city's lights and everything was as streets of Florence.
planned. We found a parking lot and
Our waiter came over and told us of
went to pay, but there was one problem. the specials and took our drink order:
Sam realized thatshehadforgottensome- Red wine for Sam and imported beer for
thing very important.
Clay. As we munched on Italian bread
dipped in olive oil which was kept at
Her wallet.
Our plan was ruined. We were dev- each table, we perused the menu. The
astated. Soweturned around andheaded menu, which was written in Italian, feaback to Trinity to get Sam's license and tured a great selection of dishes - everything from traditional lasagna to basic
I.D.
Once Sam got her wallet, we were meat and seafood.
on our way. But we decided that we
Although the restaurant's specials Sam Brickley '96 and Clay Siegert '96 revel in a bit of Old Italy cuisine
would change the plan. Instead of trek- sounded tempting, we chose to order lettuce, tomato, cucumber and red pep- was completely consumed by his deliking back downtown, we decided to get straight from the menu. We decided to per - and fresh and the dressing was, cious meal. The pasta was prepared "al
a taste of Italy. So we headed to Franklin start by sharing a fried calamari appe- surprise . . . Italian. At this point, after dente" and the sauce had a rich blend of
Avenue in search of authentic Italian tizer with spicy marinara sauce. For our bread, calamari and salad, Sam was full, Italian spices. Although the eggplant
meal.
entrees, Sam chose pasta with chicken but Clay managed to finish his salad and was a tad overcooked, Clay loved his
As we drove down the avenue, we and broccoli in a white wine sauce. Clay was ready for more.
entree. With the exception of Sam's enpassed many restaurants which looked decided on linguine with eggplant and
Unfortunately, Clay would have to tree, we recommend the dishes that we
good,butnothing grabbed our attention. marinara sauce.
wait... a while. Our entrees took quite ordered.
Until we reached a quaint corner restauOur appetizer was served rather a while to arrive. Alomst twenty minOverall, Capriccio is a wonderful
utes. But it was alright with us because restaurant if you are looking for a taste of
we were enjoying each others' company the Old Country. Owned by two brothAs we entered we were greeted by a hostess, who led us
so much. Also we were ordering a steady ers from Sicily, the restaurant's decor,
past a wooden bar into the main dining room. We were
stream of cocktails.
ambiance and background music all creWhen the waiter finally returned ate an authentic dining experience, which
seated in a small booth, amid bottles ofChianti lining the
with our entrees, we were thrilled. The we thoroughly enjoyed.
ceiling, red and white checkered table cloths and relaxing portions
were large and the food was
It was a fitting end to our evening
piping hot. We could not wait to take our when the waiter brought us the check
Italian music.
first bite.
and the old Italian favorite "That's
Unfortunately, as we dove into our Amore" began to play. We ordered anrant with festive white lights adorning quickly: It was a good-sized portion and
it tasted even better than it looked. Clay, food, one of us looked puzzled. It ap- other round of drinks and stayed until
the building.
Capriccio. We had found our spot who loves calamari, was in heaven as he peared that Sam did not get what she had the song was over.
consumed more than his share of the ordered. Her white wine sauce had a
Capriccio is located at 626 Franklin Avenue in
for the evening.
As we entered we were greeted by a fried delectibles. From there we mov^d fishy aroma. The mystery smell immedi- Hartford. The restaurant's telephone number is
296-4122:
hostess, who led us past a wooden bar to our house salads. They were simple - ately turned off Sam. Meanwhile, Clay
BY SAM BRICKLEY &
CLAY SIEGERT
Restamant Reviezvers

Now S1.9S2

HOT.
MAG.
DEALS.

Bum, baby, burn—disco Inferno, -

Power Macintosh* 7100180 w/CD
8MBRAM/700MB bard'drive,
PowerPC" 601 processor, CD-ROM drive,
15"'afot monitor, keyboard and muse.

Not the burger, pal - the killer computer.

Cheap. Not as cheap as a taco, but hey.
PowerBook*520
4MB RAM/240MB bard drive.

Unfortunately, they won't stay this lowforever.So you need to forget about how hard
your weiMui
life is for aa
RIGHT NOW AT YOUR CAMPUS RESELLER.
liuuyuui
Being a student is hard. So weVe made buying a Macintosh" easy. So easy, in fact, that the minute and start thinking about how easy it will be with a Macintosh. The compitces on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than their already low student prices, puter that gives you the power any student can use, The power to be your best?

Applet

For further information contact Mauml^
at the Computer Store in the MCEC, Room 115 or call 297-2007
rbesr
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Holiday Season Approaching, Trinity Campus Lights Up
BY SHARA ABRAHAM
Features Editor

It's that time of year again. For
upperclassmen, we all painfully recall
the last few weeks of past semesters at
Trinity—cramming to get papers in on
time, catching up on an entire semester's
worth of reading in record time, and hey,
rumor has it that certain males, whose
names will remain undisclosed, have
been known to wear underwear inside
out during this hectic time of year, (no
time for laundry, folks, it's finals time!)
And lest we forget that minor culminating component of a college semester—
final exams.
Upperclassmen have gradually become inured to the stress and anxiety
with which we greet the close of a semester. Freshmen, on the other hand, are
getting their first taste of such beloved
and eagerly-awaited end-of-the-semester-anxiety.
Wintertime blues? We haven't even
gotten there yet. The Long Walk has
never seemed so long once the New England winter sets in. And we all recall
slip sliding to the library along tho Lower
Long Walk. But that all comes next semester!
For the moment, we throw ourselves
into our work with any remnants of energy not yet drained during the course of
Ihe semester. Bundled up in mittens and
a fashionable Northface coat, we drudge
through the chilly weather to that final
Friday 2:40 class. Alas, the end is near!
Yes, despite thecurrentstateof utler
despair when faced with an endless
stream of work—research papers and
exams, books to read, labs reports to
write—there is> a lighl aL the end ot the
tumu'l Riithei, thoto is .i light al the end
ot the Lower Long Walk Though we
may be iloundenn^ unilei the duress ot

work, Trinity certainly hasn't lostits holiday spirit. And that holiday spirit has
begun to manifest itself in a number of
ways.
Perhaps most ostensible is the display of lights throughout the dorm windows in Jarvis and Northam dormitories
and, ofcourse, the traditional Christmas
tree, compliments of Northam Towers
residents. A modest array of lights in the
shape of a Christmas tree bring back
memories of past holiday cheer on
Northam's exterior.
But it looks like the Northam Towers tree has some competition this year
over on Vernon Street. While Northam
Towers residents may have reigned as
Christmas tree entrepreneurs in past
years, the tides have turned this year. In
a surprise showing, Vernon Street dormitory has more than proven itself with
its novice Christmas tree.
Call me biased, but how could anyone miss the remarkable Christmas tree,
designed with the loving hands of a few
spirited seniors, hanging outside the
windows of the quads overlooking the
soccer field?
Yet while NoTtham Towers and
Vernon Street dormitories, the Alpha
Delta Phi (AD) house, as well as other
various rooms, have shown their spirit,
the rest of the campus seems to be passively enjoying the beginning stages ot
the holiday season. My challenge is to
the rest of the campus.: are there any
others out there capable of surpassing
the recent endeavors of Northam and
Vernon Street residents?
Now I realize this is a secular institution—it's not as though I'm promoting
tli.it we all convert to Christianity. I
don't think my parents would be too
pleased with that one But whvnntliRht
up Ihe nimpub iiiuA.vulebiiiU1 the

" ONG 75-

LONG WALK
"What Is The Best Thing About Working
For The Tripod?''

with festive lights? Forget about
McDonald's study breaks, now there's a
dorm activity Residential Life does not
want to pass up.

treated the Trinity community to renditions of "Ding Dong Merrily on High,"
"Here's the Little Door," and hymns such
as "The First Noel."

"While Northam Towers residents may have reigned as
Christmas tree entrepreneurs in past years, the tides have
turned this year. In a surprise showing, Vernon Street
dormitory has more than proven itself with its novice
Christmas tree."
Lights around campus are just the
beginning of the holiday season. Welcoming the holiday season, the Concert
Choir, Chapel Singers and Gospel Choir

The holiday cheer is spreading. So
you can tuck yourself away in the library, but it doesn't hurt to indulge in a
little holiday spirit, too.

Procrastination On The Network
A few random but Jim things I have stumbled upon tliatyou can add,
courtesy oftlie Trinity network, to your Macintosh Hard drive:

Homer/IRCLE- both of these are Internet Relay Chat programs.
Separate programs allow you to enter channels with people from
all over the world. For those of you who have used a room on
AOL or a channel on CompuServe, it is quite similar only larger.
Homer is my favorite because it makes funny noises and is in
color. 1RCLE is simpler and functions the same. To get on, you
need to use a server. I often use "irc-2.mit.edu." When mis is
loo busy, I also sometimes use "irc.haivard.edu." There are
many other servers too, and as you log on, you usually get a list
of other servers that you can try. One more word of advice, if
you use Homer, the first time that you log on your address it
lists you as being a "newbie." Change that or the reaction you
will get won't be that nice. Located: Zep.Serve —> TPA —>
Communications Voider —> Talking Folder

SimCity 2000 - completely addicting game. It is available for
downloading thanks to our network support staff. Located;
SimTower Demo - successor to SimCity. Just as addicting as
SimCity, but this is only the demo, so you can't get too far. If
you catch as you are suppossed to, you will rush out and buy the
software like the rest of us (as the demo intends for us to do.)
Located: Zep.Serve —> TPA —> Games Folder —> Strategy Folder

Desktop Patterns - To add personality to your computer you
can choose the background of your liking. You can install it onto
your computer straight from the network, and copy those
folders that have patterns that you like so that you can change it
whenever you want. Located: Zep.Serve—> TPA —> Graphics
Folder —> Utilities Folder ~~> Desktop Pattern Stuff Folder

Demos for Marathon and Marathon 2 - For those of you living
in the stone age, Marathon is the new hottest selling game, out
for the Mac. Demos only are availiable on the network. The
Marathon 2 demo has only just been placed on it this month.

Matthew Prince '96
Senior Editor
'All the sunrises I get to
see."

Located: Zep.Serve—> TPA —> Games Folder—> Adventure
Folder

Christmas Lights - In the spirit of the holidays, you can decorate
your computer with Christmas lights. This is an extension that
you can put in your system folder that will "drape" colored
Christmas lights under the menu bar of your computer.

Shara Abraham '96 and
Whitney Pomeroy '96
Features Editors
"The fringe benefits."

Matt Henry '96
Editor-in-Chief
''Long hours. No pay.
No credit."

Located: Zep.Serve —> TPA —> System Add Ons •—> Control
Panel Folder —> Xmas lights

Decorative Folders - Another way to personalize your computer
is to choose folders to spice up the look of your hard drive rather
than sticking with the plain gray ones that it comes with. There
are a plethora of different kinds to choose from. For example, if
you have a Comirtunicatjons folder for Eudora, Telnet, Fetch, or
whatever else, you can choose, say, a folder with a phone on it.
Place all of your communications software in the new folder,
title it "Communications/' and trash the old plain gray one.
Located: Zep.Serve —~> TPA —> Archives Folder ~-> Icons Folder
—> Desktop Jean Files
To get to Zep Serve for those of you ivho don't know, click on your Apple menu and pull
down to Chooser. Select "AppleShare" and go to the "General Resources" location.
Choose Zep.serve and log on as a guest.
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Thirty-Day Memorial: Alumnus Reflects On Rabin's Death
BY RYEL KESTENBAUM '95
Graduate Correspondent

I awoke one Monday morning to
the sounds of the radio alarm, volume
loud enough so that there would be no
chance of sleeping through it. The alarm
was set at just the right time for the
seven o clock news report. I groggily
rubbed my eyes in an effort to shake off
the heavy weight of sleep as I partially
listened to the droning of the newscaster.
"The assassination of Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin will be remembered today as millions of Jews reel
from the event. The funeral is set for..."
Instantly, I felt as though someone had
severely shocked me with a jolt of electricity. "Oh my God," I whispered, to no

I tried not to believe, the words were
there, defying my fiercest intentions of
dismissing such a horrific event.
My belief and faith in Jewish principles is firmly rooted in the way I think
and act. From my first day, I have been
exposed to this religion.
Through the years, I believed less
in the specific rituals and customs of
Judaism and more in the doctrines and
principles that are the foundation of
what sets Judaism apart from the rest of
the world's faiths. The very core of belief, at least for me, is the strong sense of
unity among the people of my faith. A
direct result of the tremendous amount
of persecution suffered by the Jews
through time is the binding nature, the
sense of support and camaraderie, felt
by all Jews from ultra-Orthodox to ca-

The world witnessed a day when political ideals and
nationalistic differences superseded the profound tradition
and unity that has defined the Jewish community for
centuries. I am deeply ashamed.
one in particuar. I sat there, my body
suddenly tense and cold, my mind in
turmoil. Could it be?
After regaining some sense of composure, I walked into my living room
and switched on the television. The
channel was broadcasting live coverage of the funeral service in Jerusalem.
It was true. Two inconceivable events
had occurred simultaneously: the killing of Israel's Prime Minister, and the
killing of Israel's Prime Minister by a
Jew, It was still too early for me to digest
this last fact, but listening to the eulogies cemented that the inconceivable
had happened.
At work an hour later, I wasgJued
to my computer screen, reading the
Reuters news reports about the assassination. Slowly, the pieces were coming
together, how a young religious Jew,
studying at a fine Israeli university,had
sanely and calmly shot Rabin three times
in the name of God and country.
Rabin was dead now. A Jew had
shot another Jew. No matter how much

sual Reform. There is an invisible yet
obvious bond between all Jews, and I
had the privilege of experiencing this
first-hand several months ago. Idecided
to attend a new synagogue in Hartford,
one that I had never been to before. I
went for Friday night services, and at
the close of the service, several people
introduced themselves to me. One of
these people asked me to join him and
his family for Friday night dinner. I was
a stranger to him, all but for the fact that
I was Jewish. And solely for that reason,
I merited an invitation.
This sense of community spawns
the absolute and-vigorous deniaVthat
no Jew could ever raise a hand to another. Even more than that, it is something that does not even occur. It is
simply beyond the realm of possibility,
and in that, Jews find comfort and faith
in their religion. They stand alone and
watch, as Christians murder Christians,
Muslims murder Muslims. On Saturday, November 11, a Jew murdered a
Jew, and the central pillar of Judaism
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1. TOMGERETY

crumbled and crashed to the ground.
Jews run the whole gamut of discipline
and attention to Judaism. There are three
defined sects of Judaism, and it is not
infrequently that these opposing groups
detract from the others. Orthodox Jews
barely recognize the existence of the
Reform movement. They continually
disapprove of the Reform ideals, saying
that they are not in line with the traditional structure of Judaism. There have
been times in the past when these confrontations have become almost physically violent, as anyone walking through
the streets of Meah She Arim in Jerusalem will attest to. But never, ever has the
possibility of murder been realized between disagreeing Jews.
Granted, there are a number of emotional internal conflicts among Jews,
but death is simply something that has
not happened and will never happen.
Many Jews relied on this sentiment for
their identity as Jews - I know I did.
After the assassination, what is there?
What do I have left to believe in? On this
particular issue, names and political
importance do not matter. What matters is that the whole world looks at my
beloved Judaism and says that we are
like everybody else. We are no different
than the Arabs or Muslims or Christians. We kill our own. The world witnessed a day when political ideals and
nationalistic differences superseded the
profound tradition and unity that has
defined the Jewish community for centuries. I am deeply ashamed.
In the days after the event, I was
forced to re-evaluate my identity as a
Jew. Whenever I saw another Jew, I

ments in Jewish history. Mr. Amir may
not know it, but he is responsible for
destroying a part of Judaism that millions of Jews endured torture and death
for. Judaism will never be the same.
On an entirely different but not
necessarily unrelated issue, the murder
provided a disturbing testament to the
state of the world today. The irony is
thick and heavy - a man was shot to
death for the sole reason that he was
trying to prevent other people from dying. What kind of society do we live in
when we must face being murdered for
attempting to instill a sense of peace,
especially in a region that has been
plagued by death for as long as time? Is
peace so wrong? There is no sacrifice
worth more than the protection of human life. Rabin was labeled a traitor, a
Nazi, for negotiating with the Palestinians. Peace in Israel means an end to
death.
These extremists have their priorities completely off-track. They believe
that the Promised Land should always
be in the hands of the Jews, even if it
means that thousands of Jews die as a
result. If they have their way, there won
t be any Jews left to populate the land they will all be dead from years of war.
The protection of the dwindling Jewish
population should be the number one
priority, far outweighing the need for
more land, and hence war. Yitzhak
Rabin was a righteous man. More than
anyone, he knew how sacred Israel is to
the Jewish People. After all, he was responsible for the West Bank being in
Jewish hands in the first place.
He will be immortalized as some-

These extremists have their priorities completely off-track.
They believe that the Promised Land should always be in
the hands of the Jews, even if it means that thousands of
Jews die as a result. If they have their way, there won't be
any Jews left to populate the land..,.
became bitter. I could not help but wonder if this Jew thought like Mr. Amir, if
this Jew would deliberately shoot another. There is a distinct divide among
the Jewish people now, but it is not a
divide between differing schools of
thought. It is a divide between one Jew
and every other Jew, because now, everyone else could think like the killer. It
is a terrible way to think, but it is the
result of a terrible occurrence. Echoing
the sentiments of others, the assassination represents one of the blackest mo-

one who died for peace, someone who
only wanted to realize a safer world devoid of conflict and death. As a Jew today, I have lost something important,
but through the efforts of Rabin and his
legacy, I have gained a sense of achievement and a newfound pride in my religion. I believe in the peace process, and I
believe in stopping young Jews from
dying on the battlefield. And for that, I
join my community in the will to sacrifice anything. Thank you, Yitzhak Rabin.
You have won.
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Women's Ice Hockey Nearly
Upsets Amherst Varsity
BY CLAY SIEGERT
Sports Editor
When the women's ice hockey team
scrimmaged Amherst, a full-fledged varsity team, this past Thursday, the Bantams lost 5-4. However they dictated the
flow of the game and were in a position
to win with under four minutes remaining in the game. Based on their performance, it is apparent that the Bantams
can compete in the Women's Hockey
Alliance, the women's ice hockey conference of New England.
Women's ice hockey exists for the
first time in school history. The program
was started tills fall under the leadership
of head coach Chantel Lacroix. Lacroix,
who is also an assistant coach for the
field hockey team, requested a budget
and secured ice time at the KingswoodOxford school, which is the home rink
for Trinity's men's team.
The team currently has club status,
but aims to become a varsity program in
the Alliance - a conference containing all
non-Division I teams in New England.
"Right now we are trying to build
the program," said Lacroix. "The most
important thing is to maintain interest so
that we have enough players every year.
We have to make sure there is enough of
a commitment level to get into the Alliance." She indicated that Trinity would
like to join the Alliance in two years.
Entering the scrimmage against
Amherst, Trinity's firstvarsity opponent,
the Bantams had modest expectations.
They have been practicing for less than a
month and can only skate three times a
week at Kingswood.
"We were nervous entering the game
because they are in the Alliance," said
LaCroix, "but I thought we played w.

the first period as Amherst jumped out
to a 2-0 lead. But the Bantams eventually
settled down, and with 6:29 left in the
first, winger Elizabeth Seibert '96 scored
off a pass from center Jory Waldman '97.
Heather Morgan '96 evened the score 48
seconds into the second with her second
goal of the season. The goal was assisted
by Sam Desmarias '97. Waldman then
gave the Bantams the lead 56 seconds
later with her first goal of the game and
second of the season.
The one-goal lead was due in large
part to the play of goaltender Caroline
Olmstead '99. Olmstead faced 34 shots,
stopping 29. In the second and third
periods, she made diving saves to thwart
Amherst breakaways.
"Caroline kept us in the game," said
assistant coach Peter Gurney '97. "She
played great and this is her firs t year ever
playing."
Later in thesecondperiod, Amherst
tied the score and then took the lead 4-3.
Waldman answered for the Bantams,
scoring her second goal of the game with
5:52 left in the second. The unassisted
goal tied the game, 4-4.
The final goal of the game came in
the third period after a questionable call
by the official. After making a save,
Olmstead covered the puck to stop play.
But the referee ordered the game to continue. Olmstead's ensuing pass was intercepted by Amherst and converted into
the winning goal.
After the Amherst score, the Bantams attempted a furious last second rally
to tie the score. Lacroix pulled Olmstead
from the net to add a sixth skater and the
Bantams controlled the puck in the Amherst end. But shots by Waldman and
Morgan went wide. As time ran out,
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Indoor Track Preparing For Season
BY ADAM KURKJIAN
Sports Writer

outdoor nationals in the 1500 by one
second as a freshman. Eric Lavigne '98
placed in the 5000 at the New England
Since the indoor track season is a indoors and in the 10,000 at the outtime for preparation for the outdoor doors. But he will alsobesidelined with
season in the spring, overall record is stress fractures in his knees.
The major returning middle disnotmuchofafactor in judgingthe team's
performance. The deciding marker of tance runners include Jon Tambiah '97,
success is whether or not the runners are who specializes in the 800, and Dave
in good enough shape to compete at the Aucoin '98, who runs both the 800 and
the 400. The only foreseeable gap in the
Division III level later in the year.
"Our hope is to have all our out- men's team is the sprinting events. Besides Jon Karp '97, who returns in the 55
and 200, the team lacks depth.
The field events should be very
strong after placing well in the New
door runners come out for the indoor Englands last year. Co-captain Tiger
team," explained men's co-captain Reardon'96 will anchor the35-lb. weight
Charles Baker '97. "We would like to throws, along with Joe D'Angelis '97,
have everyone out for the team, but we Joe Cerceto '97, Scott Murray '98, and
understand tha t they are involved with Seth Poole '98 should help fill Cibotti's
gap ia the shot put. Both Cerreto and
other sports."
Therein lies the dilemma for the Poole were Connecticut state champiindoor squad: other sports. Since many ons, in high school for the shot put.
trackand field athletespkyothersports,
"We will do well in both fhe indoor
the track team suffers. Football run- and outdoor seasons," said Reardon,
ning back Ray Jones '97, who does the who just finished his Bantam football
100 in the spring, is wrestling this win- career. "Therehavebeenrumors about
ter and will not be available. This par- a NESCAC indoors meet this year, so
ticipation makes them susceptible to we can, took forward to that, too."
injury. For example, Rob Cibotti '97,
The women's side will be led by its
starting offensive lineman an the foot- tri-captains Katherine Phelan '96,
ball team.is one of the team's best disc Meredith Minerd '96, and Michelle
throwers. Unfortunately, he suffered a Miller '97. Phelan is a strong middle
season-ending knee injury agains t Am- distance runner especially in the 1000,
herst and must have surgery.
while Minerd is planning on specializYet, there are still those on the men's ing on Hie mile this winter. Miller is
team who will have no trouble getting good at the short distances, as she is one
ready for next Saturday's meet at of the runners from the 4x400 relay
Wesleyan. Baker is a long distance team thatwent to the outdoor nationals
runner who competes in the 1500,3000, lastyear. Val Walker '98 is a fine sprinter,
and 5000-meter events. Another dis- but is currently sidelined with an intance runner of note is sophomore Ben jury. Others that are expected to conAppleyard, whose best ti me in the 1500 tribute are Sonya and Hz Worthy '98,
is (OUT minutes and 10 seconds. who each do the 1500 and 3000-meter
Appleyard will become a year-round events.
The team's voles have noltaeen derunner this year after competing on the
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Ryczek Finds Enough Time To Excel As Student-Athlete
BY BEN GOLAS
Sports Writer

.,

Whether she is on the basketball
court, lacrosse field, or in the classroom,
Kara Ryczek is at the top of her class.

Sports Spotlight

KARA RYCZEK
As a senior co-captain, Ryczek is
playing in her fourth season with the
women's basketball team. In the spring,
Kyczek is also captain of the women's
lacrosse team intoplay. Ryczek'saccomplishments in athletics are only matched
by her extraordinary achievements in
theclassroom, As aseniorBiology major
with a minor in Human and Environmental Issues, Ryczek has compiled an
impressive 3.5 grade point average in
her six semesters at Trinity. Ryczek's
outstanding accomplishments in academics and athletics make her the ideal
representation of a student-athlete.
Ryczek experienced dual success in
school and sports early in life. Ryczek
attended Longmeadow (MA) High
School where she earned a 3.8 grade
point average. "Ialways strived for good
grades so I was a pretty good student,"
she said. On top of earning top marks in
the classroom, Ryczek also established
herself as a premiere athlete, tnher four
years, Ryczek played soccer, basketball,

and lacrosse. As a senior, Ryczek was the
captain of all three teams and received
several noteworthy awards in an very
competitive league. In soccer and basketball, Ryczek was Second Team AllWestern Massachusetts and, in lacrosse
she was a First Team All-State selection.
At Trinity, Ryczek has proven herself tobe a tough competitor with invaluable leadership qualities. As a point
guard, Ryczek plays the role of the consummate floor general. Last season,
Ryczek set the single season record for
assists (152) and is poised to shatter the
career assist record this year. She controls the pace of the game, spreads the
ball to her teammates, and plays tenacious defense. "I try to keep the game
under control and make sure things run
smoothly for the offense," she said.
Ryczek possesses a veteran savvy.
Lastyear, she was an integral member of
a squad that made it to the second round
of the NCAA tournament. Ryczek believes this season's team can make itback
to the tournament as well. But, with the
graduation of ail-American B.J. Toolan
'95, new players must step up. "We all
have to carry the weight," she said. "We
do not really have a go-to person this
year. We are all taking responsibility to
get the job done."
When the basketball season is over,
Ryczek will trade her basketball shoes
for cleats as she takes to the lacrosse field.
As a defensive wing, Ryczek is in the
center of action. She usually marks the
opposing team's best scoring threats and
controls the transition from defense to
offense. "I get clearing passes from the
goalie and carry the ball to the offensive
end," she said. Because Trinity involves
its wings in the offense attack, Ryczek
has developed into a potent scoring
threat.
' This coming season-, she-Witt look to
follow up a stellar junior year. That year

Trinity Package

Ryczek eats dinner and returns to the
books until bedtime. Ryczek says, "It
can get hectic. I have to be in the library
on Saturday nights to study for exams
but it definitely pays off." Ryczek has
learned to adhere to her strict schedule to
avoid any late nights. Ryczek explains,
"I have learned that I have to start studying for exams at least four days in advance because I cannot leave anything
for last minute because of sports."
This semester, Ryczek's free time is
even further reduced by an internship.
On top of her classes and Teaching Assistant responsibilities, Ryczek spends severalhours attheofficeof Dr. PJ. Hallisey,
a Wethersfield veterinarian and Trinity
graduate. As an assistant to Dr. Hallisey,
Ryczek takes care of the animals and
participates in procedures.
Ryczek, who is dedicated to helping
animals, should reap the benefits of her
MORGAN RISSEL
hard work when she applies to veteriKara Ryczek '96 is a captain in both
nary schools in 1997. "Next year, I am
basketball and lacrosse.
planning to work for a year in an animal
she established herself as one of the best health clinic and apply to veterinary
players in Division HI by earning Third school for the fall of 1997," she said.
Team All-American honors. Her team While she has not limited herself to any
qualified for the NCAA tournament, be- one school, Ryczek cites Tufts and Purdue
fore bowing to Middlebury in the as two schools of interest. Gaining acquarterfinals. With Ryczek's leadership ceptance into these extremely competiand post-season experience, the lacrosse tive veterinary schoolshelps keep Ryczek
team stands an excellent chance of re- focused on academics. "Veterinary
turning to the NCAA tournament. schools are very hard to get into," she
Ryczek says, "Every year we are tourna- said. "There are only about twenty-eight
ment contenders. We are definitely look- in the country. They are tougher than
medical schools [to get accepted into]."
ing to go back to the tournament."
As an extraordinary student and two
When Ryczek graduates at the end
sport standout, Ryczek has to be ex- of the school year, she will leave many
tremely focused. Ryczek explains, "I do vacancies at Trinity. Ryczek will be
not have a lot of free time other than missed by those who know her as a sister
schoolwork, sports, classes, and study- of the Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, a
ing. It definitely keeps my day struc- Eucharistic minister, and a member of
tured and filled." Ina typical day, Ryczek the Athletic Advisory Board. However,
wakes up early to attend her morning there will be some Biology majors and
classes." After classes, Ryczek usually opposing basketball and lacrosse playstudies before practice. After practice, ers that will not mind her absence.

Bartlett Notches 100th Win
continued from page 22

219 New Britain Ave
Hartford, Ct. 06106
(203) 547-0263

tion is a dilemma for a nationally prominent program such as Trinity. Because
there are only a handful of strong programs - Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Will-

Women's Squash
Saturday's Mated

WE ARE HERE TO SERVE YOU

From all of us at Trinity Package:
We wish you happy holidays
Large Variety of Imported Beers
Wines & Liquors
Check out our photo contest
We accept the following Credit Cards:

iams, e tc. - Trini ty must fill put its schedule with local teams. Coach Bartlett sees
a sharp difference in the level of competition between most varsity teams and
the nation's elite.
"After about the top seven or eight
schools, the skill level really drops and
you run into schools with small programs that include players that are just
beginning to leam how to play competitivesquash," shesaid. "There really isn't
a true middle grouping in this division.
We are very lucky to have such a strong
program at such a small college."

The women will travel to Pennsylvania with the men's varsity in January
during the break. There they will to train
and play competitive matches for one
week. Coach Bartlett looks forward to
the trip.
"Pennsylvania has become a mecca
for squash and squash clubs. We should
be able to have a good time as well as run
into some challenging competition," she
said.
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free Skating At Kingswccd-Cxfcrd
Once again, the KingswoodOxford rink is offering free
skating to members of the
Trinity community. With a
Trinity ID, skating will be
offered 12:45-2:30 p.m. on the
following Sundays:

Respect property, respect others, respect
yourself.

DRINK RESPONSIBLY

December. 10, 17
January: 7, 14, 21, 28
February: 11, 18

'
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Skaters must bring their own '
pair of skates!
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Squash Captain Perkins Is APersonable Player
BY CLAY SIEGERT
Sports Editor

Austin Perkins has a genuine interest in people. Whether walking on the
Long Walk or having a drink in the Bistro, Perkins always seems to have time
for a conversation with a friend. But the
men's squash captain also relishes the
opportunity to talk to strangers.

Sports Spotlight

AUSTIN PERKINS
"I am fascinated by people's life stories," he said. "When I talk to people, I
try to to take away a lesson. I guess I am
just curious."
Perkins' curiosity has been peaked
during his four years at Trinity. The
College's relatively small student population has afforded him the opportunity
to personablyinteractwithmany people.
"I like being in contact with everyone
here because everyone contributes something to the school," he said. Perkins
contribution to the school, besides a penchant for verbal discourse, has been on
the squash court. Last season, Perkins
had a record of 11-5 for his team, which
was 12-2 and ranked third nationally.
Squash was an important consideration for Perkins in attending Trinity.
After a fine career at Choate Rosemary
Hall in Wallingf ord (CT), he was recruited
by several schools including the
cause of its nationally prominent program. "Trinity had a stronger program
and 1 don't know if I was ready for the
commitment to the Academy," he said.
Another reason why Perkins chose
Trinity was his connection to Hartford.
Perkins was born in the city, at nearby

Hartford Hospital. He grew up in West
Hartford and attended Hartford-area
schools throughjuniorhighschool. From
his upbringing in close proximity to the
city, Perkins has developed an affection
for Hartford and Connecticut which drew
him towards Trinity. "I love Connecticut
and I did not want to leave it," he said. "I
heard wonderful things about the school
and I wanted a small school in an urban
environment."
Perkins squash career began as a
sixth-grader at West Hartford's
Kingswood-Oxford school. "I discovered squash because I had nothing to do
in the afternoon," he explained. Given
his innocent introduction to the game, it
is ironic that in only two years he was a
varsity player as an eighth-grader. "Once
I started playing, I fell in love with the
game," he said.
Perkins' love for the game lies in the
qualities needed to play it. Squash relies
on a combination of determination and
thinking. "The game is like physical
chess. The idea is to put the most pressure on your opponent with the least risk
involved," he said. Perkins also believes
that to be successful, one must immerse
himself in the game. Judgingby Perkins's
success in squash, Perkins' engaging
personality has helped him as a player.
Perkins truly began to grasp the
game in high school at Choate where he
was a four-year varsity player and placed
second in the New England Championship his senior year. During high school
he attended camps at Princeton and Yale
during the summer. "You really improve in the summers. You are able to
break down your game and change your
.game because there is no pressure," he
said.
One summer he toured with the U.S.
Junior Olympic team. Traveling to cities
across the nation, Perkins played against

p
game on the tour, he also benefited in
other ways. "The trip allowed me to see
the country. Also many of the kids that
I met on the tour, I play against today. It
is interesting to see people grow up," he
said.
This year, Perkins has been elected

Men's Squash Manhandles Tufts
BY AMANDA TUCKER
Sports Writer

Tosh Belsinger '97, the team's number-four player, did drop one game, but
still won, 3-1. For Bullett, Toogood,
The men's squash team opened their Churchill and Pentland, the match at
season this past Saturday with a con- Tufts was their first varsity experience.
vincing9-0 victory over Tufts-University
Coach Assaiante was impressed
in Medford (Ma). The Bantams, who fin- with his squad's performance. "The
ished last season as the number-three team's growth has exploded quicker than
team in the nation, cruised past the any other team I have coached. The team
Jumbos as eight of nine players shut out is only at 60 percent of their intensity,
their opponents.
and yet their learning curve is phenomMike Bittner '97, Trinity's top player, enal," he said.
won his match by a score of 3-0,
The team will be even stronger with
outscoring his opponent by an average the return of Chris Newton '97, who is
of 10 points. Austin Perkins '96, the spending a semester abroad in England.
teams's captain, also won handily (3-0). Also, Jon Freeman '98, the number four
Freshman Charlie Saunders (8,0,3), Chris- player last year, is injured.
tian Bullett '99 (4,1,6), John Churchill '99
The Bantams next match is tomor(7,3,7) Ian Conway '99 (5,1,3) Chase row against Massachusetts Institute of
Toogpod '96 (8,3,6) end John Pentland Technology at 4 p.m. in Ferris Athletic
'99(2,2,1) ajl won by 3:D scores.
Center.

Kiirkjian And titman To Replace
Mentone And Siegert As Sports Editors
Adam Kurkjian '99 and Levi Litman
'98 have been elected Sports Editors of
The Trinity Tripod for the spring semester
of 1996.
Kurkjian spent the past semester as
a Tripod sports writer, spending most of
the fall following the Bantam field hockey
team, which qualified for the 1995 ECAC
tournament. In addition , he covered
swimming and indoor track. He brings
experience as a high school sports writer
(Milton Academy) to the position as well.
Litman has worked and interned as

CLAY SIEGERT

Austin Perkins '96 is the men's
squash teams #2 player.
as the Bantam's lone captain. In that role
he is called upon by his teammates for
leadership and motivation. But while
Perkins is a highly focused player, he
maintains an even-keeled demeanor, not
a fiery persona.
Perkins'job as cap tain hasbeen made
easier by the team's head coach, Paul
Assaiante. Assaiante has had a profound
impactonTrinity'ssquashprogram. Last,
season, the program was in disarray after former head coach John Anz left.
Players quit the team and the program
was on the brink of folding. But
Assaiante, who is an intense competitor,
came to campus and turned things
around.
"In one year he has made this program into a hungry machine. He says he
is not leaving Trinity until he wins an
NCAA championship," said Perkins.
Like his coach, Perkins wants to get the
most that he can out of the College. "I

have grown a lot here," he said. "Now I
look at myself and ask myself what I
want to get out of my experience here."
Coming from a liberal family and an
urban background, he has learned something from Trinity's predominantly conservative environment. "At Trinity,
through my political science courses and
talking to the students here, I have been
able to come to my own opinions," he
said. Those opinions have translated
into an interesting alliance with the
Democratic party. Perkins' political opinions bear a close resemblance to those of
the New Deal Democrats of the Franklin
Delano Roosevelt era. "I am no t a Democrat in today's party," he said. He takes
exception to some of the recent trends
that have realigned the Democratic party
closer to the political right. For example,
speaking on the recent Democratic concession to cut back welfare benefits
Perkins contends "we need to revamp
welfare, not cut it."
But while Perkins may partly disagree with today's Democratic party, he
is still closely related to it. His aunt is
Barbara Kennelly [D-l], the Connecticut
congresswoman. Taking heed from his
political relative, Perkins has had significant experience in the political world.
The Political Science major has interned
with Senator Chris Dodd in Washington
D.C and has worked in downtown Hartford for state Senator John Larson.
But while it would appear that
Perkins would parlay this background
into a career in politics, Perkins has other
plans after college. He wants to attend
the Navy's Officer Candidate school, a
five year commitment.
"I am attracted to the discipline," he
said. "I think five years in the military
will give me some direction about what
I want to do."

both a production assistant and runner
for NBC Sports in New York, Though
new to the Tripod, he also brings high
school (Scarsdale H.S.) sports writing
experience, in addition to performing
numerous activites, including on-site
production assistance, statistics compilation, and videotape logging for NBC.
Kurkjian and Litman will replace
seniors Mark Mentone and Clay Siegert.
Both outgoing Sports Editors will remain affiliated with the paper in the position of Senior Editors.
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Just 3 minutes off campus. Trinity shuttle available upon request.
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Muse Has 5-Goal Weekend As St. Anselm's, New England Fall
continued from page 24

sists, as did sophomore Brian
Hall.
On Saturday, the Bantams
hosted New England College,
who lost to Wesleyan the night
before. The physical New England College team was overmatched by Trinity's quickness.
Muse led the Bantams for the
second consecutive night as he
had three goals, including the
game-winnerinovertime. Muse
leads the team in scoring with
10 goals and six assists.
The Bantams got off to a
fast start, scoring three goals in
the first 10 minutes of the game.
Muse scored his first two, while
fir eshman Kirk Chisholm scored
his fourth of the year. In the
second period, Burns scored the

Bantams' only goal which was
his fourth of the young season.
The goal increased Trinity's lead
to 4-0
New England then made a
strong comeback. With five
minutes left to play in the second period, New England
scored the first of four unanswered goals. The last came
with a minute and a half left to
play in the game. Trinity
netminder Blair made several
important saves in the game's
final minutes to keep the Bantams alive. With the score tied
at 4-4^ the two teams went to
overtime.
Only 22 seconds into the
extra period, Muse picked up a
loose puck in the neutral zone.
As he skated to the goal a New

England defender fell in front of "But we were lucky to get out of
him. This allowed Muse to skate there with a tie."
over the blueline and put the
Senior co-captain Billy
puck in the net. "The defender Hogan scored with seven minfell, which let me skate right in utes left in third period to even
and beat the goalie with a back- the score. Long, Chisholm, and
hand shot" said Muse.
Sam Riter '98 also scored for
Blair continued to play well, Trinity. Junior goaltender Hale
making 43 saves for his second Everetts made his first start of
the year. He made 41 saves,
consecutive victory.
Prior to these two games, including many game-saving
however,
the
Bantams stops late in the third period.
stumbled. On Tuesday NovemLastweekend, theBantams
ber 21, the Bantam's hosted participated in the Spurrier
Fairfield University and ended Tournament at Wesleyan. In
up tying 4-4. The Bantams were Trinity's opening round game,
disappointed with their effort the Bantams fell to Connecticut
because Fairfield was a weaker College, losing 7-5. Defenseman
team. "Fairfield is one of those Jason Bridge '98 scored two
teams that we should have
beaten," said forward-turneddefenseman Neil Yonker '97.

goals to lead the Bantams. Muse,
Hall, and Kutner also scored in
the defeat. Freshman goalie Blair
made his second collegiate start,
stopping 39 shots.
On Sunday, the Bantams
squeaked by Wesleyan with a 54 victory in the consolation
game. Long and Muse continued to their fine play scoring
two goals each. Mike Burns also
scored, netting his first of the
year. Senior goalie Jason Pinto
had a quiet night in his second
start of the year. Pinto made 20
saves inraisinghis record to 2-0.
Trinity's next game is this
Friday at home against
Wesleyan at 7:30.

Women Win Three Straight

Women's Squash Untested In Last Three
Trinity's lone female Division I
coach. But she seemed to modestly downplay her achievement while recognizing her
players.
"Really, in the realm of the
coaching world, this is just
something that everyone
achieves if they stay around
long enough," she said. "In a
lot- of ways it was just another
win to me. But I couldn't think
of a better team to have my
100th win with. They are some
of the most dedicated and hard
working players I have ever
had the privilege to coach."
The only tight match of
the afternoon occurred in the
Colby match when the team's
top players faced each other.

Co-captain Lindsay Gonvvay 'tt6 smacks a
backhand in recent Bantam action.

MORGAN KISSEL

"I couldn't think of a
better team to have
my'100th win with."
— Head Coach
Wendy Bartlett

aspects of itsplaystill need work.
Theplayers' conditioning is still Number-one Serena Carbonell
an issue and their shot selection '98 was taken to the limitby her
The woman's varsity must improve. These two fac- opponent, but came out with a
squash team is entering Win- tors will become important •3-2 victory.
ter Break with a 4-1 record. when the Bantams face tougher
The match-up with 18th
The Bantams raised their competition later in the year.
ranked Tufts was a last minute
record by beating Tufts UniAt the Wesleyan tourna- addition to their regular schedversity, Vassar College and ment, theBantams crushedboth ule. The Bantams blew away
Colby College this past week Vassar and Colby with a score the Jumbos 9-0. Every Trinity
at the Wesleyan Round Robin. of 9-0 which took head coach player won her match by a 3-0
The Vassar win was head coach Wendy Bartlettover the 100 win score.
Wendy Bartlett's 100th victory. plateau. She now has a record of
Getting quality competiWhile the team is winning, two 101-32 in her 12 seasons as
please turn to page 20

BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

Young Bants (3-1) To Face Skidmore
continued from page 24

over, as the Bantams came out
flat last Tuesday night against
the Coast Guard Academy.
Once again, Trinity was down
double-digits at the half, due to
astrangeplayin which theBears
scored five points in the last second of the half. Wolff was called
for a foul while diving after a
loose ball, and when Ogrodnik
objected, he was hit with a quick
technical. With one second
showing on the clock, Coast
Guard made three of four free
throws," then hit a buzzer-bea ter
on the ensuing possession for a
55-44 half time advantage.
This time, the lead was too
much for the Bantams to overcome, While they were able to
cut into the Bear lead, they never
made it all the way back, and
bowed, 93-88. Coast Guard remained undefeated at 3-0, while
Trinity: dropped to 3-1.

"There's no question that
they wanted it more than we
did," said Wolff, who led the
Bants with 25 points and 12 rebounds. "They played very well,
but we still couldhave won. We
didn't execute offensively or
come to play defensively."
McKelvin'S return to his

"We've made strides,
but we still have a
long way to go."
—Keith Wolff
hometown was an inauspicious
one. The New London (CT)
High graduate, despite scoring
24 points, shot only 9-of-23 from
the field, including 5-of-14 from
three-point range, and had just
two assists. The floor general
knows he needs to play better.
"I've taken a lot of bad
shots," said McKelvin who is

shooting 35% from the field.
"I'm the point guard—if I shoot
too much, no one else touches
the ball. I need to move the ball
around and get more people involved; if Iplaybetter, everyone
else will, too."
Trinity has three games remaining before the break. The
team plays back-to-back home
games Tuesday at 7:30 against
Skidmore (one of only three
teams to beat the Bants in the
regular season last year) and
Thursday at 5:30 against Curry,
before traveling to Middlebury,
Vermont, to face the Panthers
on Saturday.
"We need to get back on a
winning streak," said Wolff.
"We've had a week to think
about the Coast Guard game,
and had three good practices
after it. If we believe in ourselves, it can be a very good
year."

The women's basketball team gathers during a
timeout against Mt. Holyoke.
continued from page 24

14 points and Ryczek had 13
points and four assists. Canty
had 10 points on 5-for-7 shooting and added nine rebounds.
ThK*arlyspaitt of the schedule has allowed Trinity's
younger players to get game
experience, The lopsided victories have let coach Pine go to her
bench early and ease the freshmen into the rotation. At times
she has substituted five players
at once and has had four freshmen on the court simultaneously.
.
"Getting everyone into the
game is good for the team," said
Ryczek. "It will help us when
the time comes when we need
them out there."
While the Bantams have

GUS EUISON

won easily in recent games, they
have shot poorly from the freethrow line.
"This the first time in the
past five years that we are below 70%," said Pine. "Yes, our
poor shooting is a concern. It is
like batting a slump when you're
thinking too much. Wejust can't
be stressed on the line."
The Bantams next game is
tonightatWesternNew England
College. They return home on
Thursday to face Smith College.
OnSaturday, the team will travel
to Middlebury to play the Panthers. "Smith is strong team
and they are looking to knock us
off and Middlebury is one of the
top teams in New England. We
will be tested this week," said
Pine.

Wolff Scores 1000th Point
BY MARK MENTONE
Sports Editor

much about the lcat either before or alter he accomplished
it tnfacl, he wentbo far as to
render hib milestone 'almost
irrele\ ant."
Wolff entered the 1^95-%
campaign with 951 point. The
economics majoi tallied 25
points in the reason-opening
win over Stevens Tech, and
added 25 mure against Eastern Connecticut Slate Univeisity. For the season, Wolif leads,
the team with 10T points in
four games.
A1993 transfer from Williams College, Wolff has
reached 1,0110 points in just
overtwo full seasons. In 1V<U95, hest'ta College record with
605 points in the season, and
equaled another with 47 in a
game.
Wolff becomes the second
Bantam in 1995 to reach the
milestone. In Maich, teammate Tioy McKelvin .scored
No. 1,000 in the regular season
finale against Wesleyan.
McKelvin now has 1,253

Iii 82 seasons of men's basketball, only 16 players in Trinity history had scored more
than 1,000 points in their careers. So when Keith Wolff'%
joined the exclusive club on
the day after Thanksgiving, it
was> a notable accomplishment.
But don't attempt to toll
Wolff that.
" 11 puts m c in a grea t class
with a lot of great players,"
said Wolff, whf) scored point
No. 1,000 in the opening round
of the Harbor Invitational in
Boston against feasti-m Connecticut State. "But the team
has eight freshmen and eleven
undcrrlassmen. My job as a
senior is to help the young guys
pla v together as a team. There's
no time to worry about individual stuff like that."
Wolff, a senior guard from
Manchester (Cl), does not rememberwhat type of shot netted his thousandth point. He
claims not to have thought points. Woltf 1,056.
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ilG Y-/EEK IN
BANTAM

Saturday, December 9th
[ Women's Basketball @ Middlebury
1:00
I Men's Basketball @ Middlebury 3:00]
Women's Swimming M Xufta,2:Q0
Invitational 11:00

-

:

1816
1369
1369
1357
1346
1285
1253*
1232
1214
1184
1139
1130
1125
1113
1073
1066
1056*

through 11/28/95

Mciteivin Wltnin Ceacfi
Men's basketball point guard TROY McKELVIN
'96 could be the College's all-time leader in
assists before the next issue of The Tripod goes
to press. As of games through November 28th,
the all-time list reads as follows:
513
506
465

Mike Donovan '87
Joe Hourihan '66
TROY McKELVIN 96
Jim Bates '80

390

Another record falls...
COLLEEN McGLYNN '97's 13-assist effort in the
women's basketball team's opener eclipsed a
school record for a single game:

throughout the semester.

Colleen McGlynn
95-96
Maryanne O'Donnell 88-89
Maryanne O'Donnell 88-89
KathySchlein
78-79
Terrie Johnson
80-81
Karen Rodgers
83-84

13
12
12
12
12
12
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Ken Abere '86
Jim Bates'84
Jim Belfiore '66
Wayne Sokolosky '76
Michael Stubbs '90
CarlRapp'82
TROY McKELVIN '96
Jon Moorehouse'89
Howard Greenblatt '71
David Jones '94
Don Overbeck '67
Othar Berks '76
Joe Pantalone '70
JoeReiIly'91
Mike Donovan '87
Barry Leghorn '64
KEITH WOLFF'96

Wednesday, December 6th
MEN'S SQUASH v. M.I.T, 4:00

I Friday, December 8th
I Men's Swimming @ Bridgewater
State 6:00
I HOCKEY v. WESLEYAN 7:30

.J.

-

KEITH WOLFF '96 became the 17th men's
basketball player in College history to surpass
1,000 points for his career in his team's victory
over Eastern Connecticut State on November 24.
A look at the 1,000-point club:

Tuesday, December 5th
I MEN'S BASKETBALL v.
SKIDMORE 7:30
I Women's Basketball @ Western
New England 6:00
I SWIMMING v. UNION 4:00

Thursday, December 7th
I MEN'S BASKETBALL v. CURRY
5:30
I WOMEN'S BASKETBALL v. SMITH
7:30

••

v. Babson
v, Williams
v, Wesleyan
v, Bridgeport!
v. Conn Coll.J
v. Smith

Football flIl-Sfars
OFFENSE
QB
RB
RB
RB
WR
WR
TE
TE
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
OL
PK
KR

Dan DeBlois
Josh Mason
Jamall Pollock
Scott Milleisen
Adam Hodges
MarkKossick
Eric Minkwitz
Brett Nardini
Medley Gatewood
EricKelley
Greg Schneider
RonMammano
John Rogaris
Gregg Forger
JerrodDeShaw
Damon Adams

Hamilton
Amherst
Williams
Hamilton
Hamilton
Williams
Williams
Colby
Williams
Williams
Amherst
Hamilton
Bates
Colby
Colby
Tufts

DEFENSE
DL
DL
DL
DL
OLB
OLB
ILB
TLB
DB
DB

Ethan Brooks
JON GOLAS
Alex Bernstein
Kevin Pirani
Jason Jabar
Brian Higgins
RYAN HANKARD
Bain Smith
Tom Beedy
Kyle Bennett
Mike MacAleenan
Matt Berk
Jim Cavanaugh

Williams
TRINITY
Amherst
Colby
Colby
Williams
TRINITY
Middlebury
Colby
Hamilton
Wesleyan
Williams
Bowdoin

More Honors...
Field hockey defenders
JENNY DAKXN "97 and ALEXA
RAg!Epai,\$6 were ^elected
to the NCAA Divison III
Northeast Regional AilAmerican second team.

Anyone interested in being a
Tripod sportswriter for the spring
semester should contact Sports
Editors-Elect ADAM KURKJIAN
'99 atx2690 or LEVIUTMAN <98
at x3489.

Cafe

EfytWttk

SAUE $$ At The View
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse

KEITH WOLFF '96

4> 1 0 w/ coupon
Save $6.50!
Good noon til 8 pm, expires when you graduate

Watch Sunday Afternoon Football
At The View
$4 Pitchers* All Day Sunday
w/ Coupon

Tuesdays $3.50 Pitchers*

Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*
s Best.

The Tripod congratulates
Wolff, a basketball shooting
guard, for scoring the 1,000th
point of his career against
Eastern Connecticut State.
Wolff was the MVP of the
Harbor Invitational at UMassBoston during Thanksgiving
weekend. In the tournament,
Wolff scored 25 points versus
Eastern before pouring in 30, on
U-of-18 shooting, in the
championship game against
UMass. For the season, he has
scored 105 points in four games, a
26.3 per game clip.
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Muse Sparks Hockey To 4-1-2 Start Bantams Win Big

And Spread Wealth

Terry Long '97 (11) leads a break as Craig Muse '97 follows the play on
the wing.

SPORTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENT

be successful this season, we Bantams up 3-1. Shortly thereneed to win the games that we after, Muse scored his first goal
are supposed to win, and we of the game. Sophomore Mike
Burns finished off the Trinity
Over its past five games, did just that."
This past Friday, Trinity scoring when his shot trickled
the men's ice hockey team has
played inconsistently. The Ban- hosted St. Anselms, whom the in with eight minutes left in the
tams tied Fairfield, lost to Con- Bantams beat last year. St. A's period.
necticut College and squeaked got on the board first. Then
St. A's cut the lead to 5-3,
by Wesleyan. But over its last Roberto answered with his first but Trinity scored 2 goals late in
two games, the Bantams have goal of the year with 11 seconds the third to ice the victory. Muse
hit stride, In victories againstSt. left in the first period. The sec- scored his second of ttuygame.
Anselm's and New England ond period saw Trinity take the
y
College, Craig Muse '97 has lead. The Bantams scored four scored his first collegiate goal,
scored five goals, including the goals in four minutes to put the which made the final score 7-3.
game winner against New En-. game out of reach. SeniorCasey
Freshman goalie Jeff Blair
Kutner scored the first goal of made his third start of the year.
gland.
"These two games were re- the period. One minute later He made 31 saves in the victory.
ally important for us," said Joe freshman Kevin Colkett scored Junior Terry Long had two asRoberto'98. "In order for us to his first collegiate goal to put the
please turn to page 22
BY PETER GUINEY
Sports Writer

Men's Hoops Learns On Road
Wins Harbor Invitational Before FallingTo Bears
McKelvin, despite 9-of-24shootV onds remaining.
With his team trailing by ing,ledallscorerswith29points.
Thenextnight, the Bantams
one, CraigMoody '98 tossed the
With eight freshmen and ball in-bounds to Wolff. Unable won the title without the drama,
only two returning starters, the to getopen, Wolff found co-cap- . cruising to an 82-64 victory over
men's basketball team expected tain Troy McKelvin '96 for a teiv- UMass-Boston. Wolff shot 11the first part of the season to be footbankshot. McKelvin's shot f or-18 from the field in scoring a
a "learning experience. On its did not fall, and neither did season-high 30 points. Moody
recent three-game road trip, Kevin Bednar '99's attempt at a added 18 points and Bednar had
class was in session.
; follow. But after starting the his second straight 11-rebound
The team traveled to the play, Moody had moved under game for Trinity, whichshot52%
campus of UMass-Boston on the basket, and had perfect po- from the field to 37% for UMass.
Thanksgiving weekend for the sition for a rebound. Mood\
"We learned a lot about
two-day Harbor Invitational.
battling back against Eastern,"
After defeating Eastern Consaid McKelvin, who was senecticut State at the buzzer and
lected to the all-tournament
routmgthehostschoal, theBanteam. "That was a game we
tams left Boston as champions
probably should have lost. We
of the four-team event. Howplayed good team defense in
ever, three days later agains t the
the second half; they didn't adCoast Guard Academy, Trinity
just to our match-up zone. And
was unable to recover from a
in the UMass game,Keithpicked
large early-game deficit and sufus up on his back, especially in
fered its first loss of the season
the first half."
I
in New London.
;•'.-.
WOLFF
Wolff was voted the Most
"We've made strides, but tipped Bednar's miss in as the Valuable Player of the tournawe still have a long way to go," buzzer sounded, and Trinity had ment. Moody joined his two
said co-captain Keith Wolff '96. stolen one, 89-88.
captains on the all-tournament
"We're a young team thatneeds
"We executed the play per- team, and the sophomore guard
to understand what it takes to fectly," said Moody. "Troy got recognized the significance of
win. We have to come to play a good shot, but it was no good, the achievement.
every night."
"It was an honor," said
[Bednar] missed, and I was able
Apparently, the Bantams to get under the basket and fol» Moody, who is averaging 15
did not come to play against the low it."
points a game in his first season
Warriors, as ECSU jumped on
Near the conclusion of the asastarter, "Ididn'tfeellplayed
Trinity to take a ten-point half- contest, Wolff scored his 1,000th that well.last.year, so its nice to
time lead.
Coach Stan point as a Bantam (see related be able to play this role and conOgrodnik's troops battled back, story). Needing 24points,in the tribute,"
however, and, despite trailing game, he finished with 25 to
But the effort from the Harfor most of the contest, were in become the seventeenth Trinity bor Invitational didn't carry
position to win with five sec- player to accomplish the feat.
please turn to page 22

BYMARKMENTONE
Sports Editor

Colleen McGlynn <98 shoots over two Mt. Holyoke
defenders last Tuesday
BYCLAYSIEGERT
Sports Editor

, game-high seven assists.
win w8s thi" Bantams' third
straight.
. "It has been nice to string
jener?*
Coping with the loss of an together some wins, but we
all-American?
have not played very strong

Trinity's winning Streak
and spread the wealth.
Thathasbeen the women's began witha65-44 victory over
basketball team's mode of at- Albertus Magnus. Last seatack over its last three games. son, the Bantams beat the FalIn wins over Albertus Magnus, cons) who went'Ori to win the
Mt. Holyoke and Wesleyan, the- • 19.95 ECAC tournament. This
Bantams have won% an aver-, past Tuesday, the Bantams
age of ^points and have seen used a balanced attack, as evthree different playm lead the ery member of the team saw
action and 12 out of 13 players
team in scoring.
Against Wesleyan, the scored. Ryczek had five points
Bantams started slow as the and six assists and Katherine
Cardinals built an early 10-6 Anderson '97 had five points
lead. Trinityrespondedwitha and six rebounds. Sarah Marfull-court press which turned tin '98 had a team-high 11
the game around. The Ban- points and Sue Dinklage '97
tams forced many turnovers hadl0pointson5-for-10shooting, Lally had six points and
and went on a 25-2 run.
"During that stretch our six rebounds and Colleen
players did what they are ca- McGlynn '97 contributed six
pable of doing," said head points, four assists and five
coach Maureen Pine, "They steals.
played within their roles/'
'It was good to get everyIn building a 43-17 halftime lead, both Carolyn Canty
'98 and co-captain Sue Lally '96
had 10 points. Off-guard LaurelEarls '99 addedsevenpointsl
In the last meeting between the schools. Trinity beat
Wesleyan 70-60. The Cardinals were led by the Palmer
sisters,, Angfeand AHisc-n, who'
combined for almost 40 points
per game. 'But this season, one in the game/' said P"ine.
Wesleyan is without the ''Quryounger players gotsome
Palmers and the team entered quality minutes and it wasnice
the trinity game with an 0-4 to see everyone make conttiburecord. The Bantams beat the " tkms."
'Cardinals 65-35.
In its next game, Trinity
"It wasnice.to finally play faced Mt, Holyoke. Despite
well," said Pine "We did not shooting only 38% from the
play down to their levellike we field arid 54% from the> free"-'
have been doing against throw line, me Bantams-cruised
weaker teams."
to a 53-35 win- The Bantams
Lally had a team-high 12 held the Lyons to ohly20% from.
points on6-for-12 shooting and the field and Mt. Holyoke shot
Canty added 11 points and nine a mere 41% on its free throws.
rebounds. . Co-captain Kara ' Dinklage led the Bantams with
Ryczek had six points and a
please turn to page 22

"Our younger players got some quality
niinutes and it was
nice to see everyone
make contributions/',
— Maureen Pine

